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This was a study of traits associa1jed with the choice of social
work as a career. Two samples of people from the metropolitan
area of Portland, Oregon, who had shown an interest in social work
were studied, together with the factors that influenced this interest.
The tr aits and factor s cons ide r ed we re subs tantially thos e examined
by Arnul£ M. Pins. in Who Chooses Social Work, When and Why?
Traits measured by the Pins study of individuals who had gone
on to graduate education in social work were held indicative of indi-
vidualsmost likely. to become professional social workers. The
Pins: questionnaire was slightly modif~ed for appropriate application
to the sample population of 150 taken from the files of Social Work
Careers in Oregon, Incorporated, (SWC) and the sample of twenty-
two Oregon Public Welfare employees attending the Oregon City
. Orientation Center (OC) in June 1967,
Examination of these traits and factors was undertaken to
provide information for a more thorough understanding and an evalua-
tion of characteristics associated with consideration of social service
as a career, the future evaluation of policy direction and practice for
recruitment efforts, the evaluation of potential students by schools of
social work, the selection of agency personnel, and the contribution
of knowledge in the field of social work about career :patterns of non-
profes sional and professional social workers.
Two ,general hypotheses guided the comparison of the Oregon
samples with the 'Pins I findings:
the traits of the Oregon samples (SWC and OC) are not
significantly. different from the Pins' sample,
t.he r e is no significant difference between the OC and
SWC samples with respect to independent variables
influencing the time that a career in social work is
chosen.
Descriptive and statistical inferential tests were used to analyze
the data. No significant differences in the OC group and the Pins I
sample of first year graduate students were revealed in the specific
traits analyzed, 1. e" undergraduate major of social science;
previous work experience; time of awarelless, consideration, and
decis ion of choice of social work as a career; and the conception of
the mos t important functions of social work.
The statistically. significant differences between the SWC and
the OC/Pins' groups were:
1) a larger number in the SWC group decided earlier on
social work as a career,
2) fewer in the SWC group took psychology courses,
3) a greater 'proportion of the SWC saITlple chose as their
ITlajor'reasons for considering social work "liking to
work with people" and lIthe iITlportant contribution social
work ITlakes to individuals and society",
4) the SWC s aITlple was not as predoITlinantly committed
to the casework ITlethod.
Both hypotheses were rejected as a whole, but with important
dis tinctions drawn. It was found that the SWC s aITlple and Pins'
saITlple were significantly. different, but that the OC sample and Pins'
saITlple were not significantly. different. The conclusions were that
the people who contacted SWC appeared to be good prospects for
entry. into the field of social service at the bachelor's level and the
OC s aITlple at the ITlaste r I s Ie ve 1.
Generalizations about the social work cOITlITlunity or those con-
sidering employITlent in the social work cOITlmunity should be
cautiously drawn both because of the cOITlplexity of the association of
traits and the liITlited size of the populations studied.
The major factors influencing individuals to enter the field of
social work were direct work or volunteer experience in social work,
college courses or instructors , and acquaintance with social workers.
The study would have been enhanced by inclusion of more questions in
the questionnaire that measured values and personality traits and by
an exaITlination of traits of a s ample drawn froITl the general population.
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CHAPTER 1
TRAITS ASSOGIATED WITH CHOOSING SOCIAL WORK
AS A CAREER
This is an exploratory. study. of variables affecting .decisions
about the choice 'of social work as a .career, The.~'sample consisted
of individuals who contacted Social Work Careers in Oregon, Incor-
'porated, Portland, Oregon·betweenSeptember 1965'and August 1967
regarding ,employment in social work. This study. also included the
response patterns. regarding: career choice 'of individuals.. employed
as' Public Welfa,re -caseworkers and in -,training at the State' Public
'Welfare Orientation Center in Oregon'City, Oregon during J.une 'of
1967. The-traits s-tudiedin,the Social Work Careers sample (1)1 and
the Oregon City. sample ,(1) were compared with varia.ble~.t££ecting
social work.career choice measured in a nationally, based study: done
by· Arnulf Pins in 1963.
Background
Major manpower shortages in the field of social work were
created by an expansion and escalation'.of social welfare services ,(1)
1Hereafter numbers in parentheses will refer ,to Notes at the
-end of each.chapter.
2in the United States, especially. after the Kennedy administration.
The number of graduates from profes sional schools, proj ected at
23,000 for 1970, will probably be far short of the 84,000 graduate
workers needed. ,(2) This prediction indicates the need for an
increased number of graduate trained social workers. (I) Since
graduate professionals (1), constitute ,less than 200/0 of those in the
field, the neces sity for wider 'recruitment is indicated.
The need for qualified professional personnel in Oregon will be
affected by this manpower shortage. In recognition of current and
future needs , Social Work Careers in Oregon, Incorporated, (1) was
established during 1965 for the purpose of recruiting larger numbers
of better qualified persons into the field of social welfare. (1) The
program- was designed to: a) develop a comprehensive state-wide
plan. for' recruitment; b) coordinate all social work recruitment
efforts within the State; c) serve' as aclearinghous e for the' develop-
ment, collection and dis semination of all types of recruitment
materials; and d) answer inquiries about where to find social work
positions in Oregon, but not to, operate as a placement office. SWC
intended to, contact individuals and groups in grammar schools , high
schools, colleges andv:arious organizations where an interest in
social work might be expressed. These contacts 'were aimed at
partial alleviation ,of the manpower shortage.
In the process,of recruiting ,new personnel into a given field,
3the goals of a profession should be -considered. The recruitment of
social welfare personnel by SWC has attempted to. reconcile the
selection of personnel with the goals of the social work profess~onand
the particular' agency in which the profession practices. Decisions
made during a recruitment process, influence the choice of personnel
filling available positions, the amount and kind of education that is
required for a specified job, and the ·desiredpersonal characteristics
of an employee as suming a position. The goals of the social work
profes sion ·might be furthered if the' recruitment proces s. were· able
to focus more effectively on individuals having, characteristics com-
patible with those 'goals.
A review of the literature 'revealed a study, by Arnulf Pins (3)
dealing with career choice in social work. The ·current project made
use of Pins' research as a basis for comparison. While the aims of
the projects were similar, the populations differed inlocale and
educational background. The Project Group (1) was also. concerned
with influential factors in social work. career choice, but as they
. related to a population that. had not necessarily-committed itself to
social work as a career and/or graduate profes siona1 education.
Pins' study, Who Chooses Social Work, When and Why?, focused
on "Exploratory Study of Factors Influencing Career Choice in Social
Work, II He examined the'persona1, socio-economic, and educational
characteristics of social work students and made comparisons of the
4specific ways in which they are like and unlike other graduate students.
His study objectives were to as certain major factors influencing
individuals who chose social work and graduate education, when they
made this choice, and what factors influenced their decis ions. His
.findings indicated; a) the 'value and effect of current recruitment
programs; b) the mode of development of the process of occupational
choice; c) the·relationship:between resources for information and
factors influencing. choice; and d) the time between learning about
social work and the' time of deciding upon the' profes sion. as a career.
The similar aims ofbothprQjects made it possible to consider
adapting Pins' questionnaire for the-current study. Subsequently,
perIllis s ion ·was obtained from Pins for the' us e and revis ion of the
questionnaire so.it CQuid be' applied to the local groups to be studied.
Traits measured by the Pins' study of those individuals who had
gone onto graduate-education in social work were held indicative of
individuals IllOSt likely. to become professional sQcial workers.
Utilizing. those ·traits as criteria for measuring characteristics
possessedby'individuals, who were to be corne professional social
workers, the traits of the OC sample and the SWC sample could be
examined. The Project Group assumed that those studied possessed
the traits of the graduate social work student population' and would be
most likely to becoIlle professional workers. Identification of these
traits would facilitate an ',examination of the, recruitment program in
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terms of its focus on .individuals likely to make social work their
career choice.
Individuals in the OC sample·had indicated an interest in social
work by their employment choice. Information obtained from a com-
parisonof the traits of the OC sample and. the traits of the population
of the' Pins I study would provide supporting data for further evalua-
tion of whether SWC recruitment efforts were ·effectively.focused,
Aims and Rationale
The purpose a! the project was to explore traits associated with
entrance into soc~al service as a career . The Project Group proposed
to relate interest -in social work to degree .of knowledge about social
work, _interest one -has or ·has not shown in the field, and actual
expe rience in the ·field. Utilizing the preceding variable s, _the
'Project Group intended to. study the influence SWC has had on individ-
uals who. contacted.the program seeking. career information and/or
guidance.
Programs of recruitment for social service 'personnel could
be benefited by. expanded knowledge of those factors influencing. social
work career choice. Furthermore, knowledge of the· relationships
between influencing variables of career choice apd .job acceptance
would add to the amount of information available to recruiters in
schools of sOGial work and in agencies employing social service
6personnel. Another intent of this study was to furnish historical
information for abetter understanding of the recruitment process in
social work. Standard criteria for evaluating recruitment. has not
been established.
Another e.x;pectation 'was to. obtain information regarding the
similarities and. differences between: influencing variables ina
social work career·choice in a:local and national sample, professional
and non-profes sional (1) social work roles, and short-term
employees and those' who. choose social work as a career. Such a
framework should offer some degree of common ·reference ·fqr further
evaluation aIld:wouldadd to the articulation of fact and theory, par-
ticularly withreference.-t.o the nationally. based Pins' study~ This
.project was undertaken with expectations of furnishing basic data
for future evaluation of policy,d~r'ection, and practice of recruitment,
with special reference to SWC.
General A'eproach
The' Project GJ"oup:concerneditself with .specifying'variables
affecting. social work'.career choice and the 'extent to which these
variables might be related. These aims were approached through
the. use 'of a questionnaire and statistical evaluation of the· character-
isticswithin the SWC and DC samples.
7}Iypothe s e s
The ·hypotheses were put in null form for tests of significance:
HOI i The_·.tl'aits of the Oregon sample (SWC and DC) are not
- significantly different from the' Pins I sample.
HOZ There·is.:no- sj,gni;ficapt difference·between the DC and
SWC samples. with respect to.independent variables
.in.fluen,cing the -time that a·career -in social work is -chosen.
. SiJ;l.ce,this 'was an'.exploratory ~tudy. there 'were no prior expec-
tations asto-.the,re~sults,ofth.etests. The data wereexa1l1ined for
.pos sible' relationships. of paired or grouped variable s , leading toa
number of exploratory/hypothes es.
-Population
A populatio-n\of 2Q7 males and females who had contacted SWC
was.: origina:ily.. sere-<:;-~ed,for· study. Examination of personal data
recorded by SWCresult~din-threeinitial conclusions that preceded
sel~ction'of the final sample~ Because the only recorded contacts {I)
were those·th~thad-been'.initiatedby.the individual, it was assumed
that all those -rec-oxdedhacl an.interest in social work. e1l1ployment.
Thus, those ·who. specified they, did not wish social work employment
'were ·elil;llinated·i.romth.~-saIP'Ple. Those under the age·of sixteen
and ovel' .fifty"did not appear to. receive similar opportunities .for
8employmentas.thosewithin this age· range and were -eliminated from
. the 'study.' The-recarded'personal data· was not complete on some
-individuals, and.these·were.also excluded.
For the S:t;}lection-o£ the final sample, a table of random. num-
·bers· was·used·.toJremove·57 i:ndividualsfrom the total group of 207,
le~v.ing·1.50.for·the··sample~
The'ques"tlounnaire 'was· also administered to. a gro.up 'of twenty-
~two ~caseworkers,-,in·;.the-9regon;·StatePublic Welfare Orientation Gen,ter
at OregonCity.-Thetotal number of trainees at the Center 'par-
.ticipatedon; a voluntary;'bas is. The OC s ample had expr e s sed its
interest inerp:ployment in the field of social work by nature of their
position and .presence at the training. center.
Methodology
_A random· sample of contacts was taken from the.··files of SWC.
A questionnaire, ,based on the Pins' questionnaire, was utilized;
modifications 'were made -to.fit the locale and population. The traits
.Of these individuals··' were to .be -compared with the traits. of the OC
sampleancl with .the:. findings of the·nationally.basedPins I study.
The questionnaire 'was first administered to the OC sample at the
.training. center.. It was·:then administered by· mail to the SWC
sample.
The data was reviewed and tabulated to enable analysis by
computer on the basis of selected traits which in the opinion of
the Project Group were considered most important.
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Chapter Notes
1. Theiollowing definitions are ·listed in the order in which
they, appear in the text.
The sample selected for the current study.. from the files. of
Social Work Careers in Oregon" Incorporated, will hereafter be
,referred to as the awc sample.
Those individuals at the Oregon State Public Welfare
Orientation Center in Oregon City, Oregon, in June of 1967.to whom
the questionnaire was administered will hereafter be referred to as
the OC sample.
Social Welfare Services will hereafter refer to the admini-
stration of Social Welfare to individuals, groups or communities.
This term w,ill be 'usedinthis. study_ synonomously. with Social Work
Services and Social Services.
Social Worker will refer to professional and non-professional
practitioners engaged in $ocial Welfare Service.
Professional, when dis cussed in reference to the ,field of
social work, will hereafter refer to thos e individuals having earned
a Master's degree at an accredited school of social work.
The Social Work Careers in Oregon, Incorporated, in
Portland, Oregon" will hereafter be referred to as SWC.
Social Welfare, when not discussed as a profession, will
hereafter refer to those'services involved in " ... the full range of
organized activities of voluntary and governmental agencies that
seek to prevent, alleviate, or contribute to the solution of recognized
social problems or to improve the well- being of individuals, groups
or communities. II Encyclopedia of Social Work,' 15th Issue, NASW,
New York, N. Y., 1965, p. 3.
The Project Group will hereafter refer to the ten graduate
social work students at Portland State College, Portland, Oregon, who
between March 1967 and March 1968 conducted the exploratory study,
II Traits As sociated with Choosing Social Work as a Career. II
Non-professional, when discussed in reference to the field
of social work, will refer to those individuals who are ·engaged in the
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activity of providing social welfare services, but who have not com-
pleted graduate training at an accredited school of social work.
~ontact, . when dis cus sed ,in'reference to SWC, will here-
after-refer to-a~recorded.telephoneand/orpersonal communication
between an'individual and SWC between September'1965 and August
1967.
2. M. Wittm.an,; 11 The)mplication of Social Welfare Needs in
-1975 for-Professional Education-and·Planning, 'I Social Service Review,
XXXIX (1965), pp. 459-67.
3. Arnulf I'lL Pins, Who Chooses. Social Work, When'and Why?
(New York: Council on' Social Work Education,. 1963).
CHAPTER II
HISTORY OF SOCIAL WORK RECRUITMENT
Knowledge of factors that influence people to choos e social work
as a career-isbas.ic.·to.:framingtechniques to attract, retain, and
i:t~:l'provethe quality of personnel in the 'social welfare field. Shortage
'of qualifiedpersqnnel to perform welfare services has. always been
a concern of the profession. The increasing. complexity. of social
problems arising:from' economic, technological, and wartime dis-
turbances has created the demand fQrtrained social workers.
The ~employm~ntof people ·to work for social agencies has not
always reinforced.thefield with qualified career-minded recruits .
For lack·.of trainedpers onnel, especially during. crisis periods,
workers were enlisted from many. sources. The frustration of
unmitigated personnel shortage was endured for almost fifty years
.. before thepro£ession, socia.! work schools, and social agencies
began to_ formulate' an integrated program of recruitment. Recruit-
ment has had to deal with the problems of the social work image,
inadequate salaries, and the striving}or high standards.
13
National
The first two decades of the twentieth century saw a new era of
social welfare with the em.ergence of many private agencies competing
. for the services of the few professional workers. .Job placement was
done by individual agencies and through the Intercollegiate Bureau of
Occupations in New York City. This first national,job information,'
center opened a social work division in 1912. (1) The majority of per-
-sons employed were without training. (2) The few graduate schools
kept admittance standards low in an effort to incre as e -enrollment. (3)
Agencies experimented with summer training .ins titutes which led to
the establishment of fu1l- time schools of social work. (4) Salarie s
were low and salary differential was slight between non-professional
and professional workers. (5)
During World War I some agencies, such as the Red Cross, did
their own recruiting. Others used the Bureau to handle their increas-
ing .needs. In 1917 the National Social Workers Exchange was
organized for the placement of paid and volunteer workers. (6)
With the close of the war, increased attention was given to
improved profes sional standards. Medical and psychiatric social
workers formed their own associations and by 1919 were sending
recruiters to college campuses. The Joint Vocational Service for
Social Workers and Public Health Nurses performed eIT1ployment
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and recruitment services. Recruitment was done on an individual
bas is by mos t schools of social work although the As s ociation of
Schools of Social Work was formed in 1919 with recruitment com-
mittee--a step toward coordination of recruitment. In 1921 the
National Social Workers Exchange evolved into a professional group:
the American'Association for Social Workers. (7) Salaries moved
upward moderately, but because of inflation, the 1925 median salary
,had only 3 per cent more buying power than the 1913 salary. (8)
Salaries continued to rise slowly until 1930 when all vocations and
professions faced income cuts.
The Federal Social Security programs enacted in the thirties
made greater deIT1andsfor personnel. New workers were often the
jobless recruits from other fields. The demand created by a large
number of public welfare jobs that did not require graduate training
resulted in the introduction of many undergraduate prograIT1s for
training social workers. By, 1942 thirty-four ins titutions outside the
accredited structure of social work schools forIT1ed the National
As sociation of Schools of Social AdIT1inis tration. (9) By, the early
1930 I s the American As sociation of Schools of Social Work had twenty-
eight meIT1ber schools, with fifteen IT10re providing, s orne training on
an undergraduate level. Of the total enrollIT1ent of approxiIT1ately
two thousand students only 10 per cent were full-time in graduate
schools. (10) The Federal GovernIT1ent gave financial aid to one
15
thousand social work.students during 1934 and 1935 through the
Federal Emergency Relief Administration. (11) Total student
enrollment swelled to 5,044 in 1935 but by 1940 these same Associa-
tion schools had only. 4, 312 students. (12) Salaries rose slowly. (13)
The World War II years were beset with the problems of the
thirties: employment of thos e who did not meet profes sional standards,
low salaries in comparison to those offered by industry, and con-
tinueddecline in school enrollment. The number of pers ons employed
in social welfare grew from 72, 528 in 1940 to an estimated 100,000
during the height of World War II. In 1942, only 10,602 social workers
were members of the American Association of Social Workers, the
largest professional organization. (14)
The heightened awarenes s of the profes sion of the need for
graduate training in accredited schools did not stimulate school
enrollment. From, 1941 to 1942 there was a 13 per cent enrollment
drop, with men accounting for nearly half of that percentage due to
the war demand tor manpower. (15) The students who did graduate
were attra~ted to the private agenciesbecaus e of their participation
,in wartime programs. Public agencies, without the support of
federal scholarships as in the mid-thirties, had to find their personnel
elsewhere. They.'became hesitant to set standards that would neces-
s itate study in a school of social work as a requisite for employment.
Poor graduate school enrollment during these years was in part due
16
to low salaries paid to graduate social workers and in part due to poor
school location and recruitment programs. (16)
In 1942 new approaches to recruitment were considered by a
·committee representing the schools and professional associations.
An inclusive national recruiting program was established in 1943:
the'Wartime Committee on:Personnel in Social Services which ,had
TIlembers from school and professional organizations. This Wartime
Committee has been credited for stimulating recruitment activity on
the local level. -The G.· I. Bill of Rights was responsible for
increased enrollment in ,graduate schools during the period from 1945
to 1956. (17) .With the expiration of the G.· 1. Bill in July 1956,
, enrollment of men,dropped 27 per cent from the peak year of 1952
while enrollment of women dropped 10 per cent. (18) Comparison of
salaries of social workers with those in other fields seemed con-
vincing evidence that low remuneration was a key, factor in. the failure
to recruit moremen:intothe field. (19)
Recruitment efforts 'wereintensified by the social work schools
. and employing.agencies. Schools resolved the problem of two
separate accrediting bodies for social work. The National As socia-
tion of Schools of Social Administration and the American As sociation
;of Schools. of Social Work formed the 'Council on Social Work Educa-
tion in 1952. (20) The Council realized the need for one central plan
to guide local and national recruitment efforts and to eliminate gaps
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and duplications of independent recruitment programs. The Council
, joined in recruitment activities with the National Social Welfare
Assembly andthe'National Committee on Social Work in Defense
Mobilization. (21) Seven professional associations merged into the
National As sociation of Social Workers (NASW) in 1955. The follow-
ingyear NASW put into ,effect, through their 142 local chapters and
22,500 members, a program coordinated by the Council, (22) Start-
ingip. 1958, the Council began to receive feedback from these
coordinated efforts ·inthe form of more than 30, 000 inquiries
annually. (23) The recruitment committees of both the Council and
NASW continued to hold joint meetings· to coordinate efforts. In
July, 1962, the Council and NASW established the National Commission
for Social Work Careers--.the central resource for accumulating. and
dispensing. recruitment information. (24)
The Commission .believed that effective· recruitm.ent could be
.carried on only. at the local level and that potential social workers
must be found and interested in ,their own, communities. (25) By. 1967 ,
with .the assistance of a National Institute of Mental Health grant, the
Comrnission' sfield service program helped organize twenty-four
community and/or state Career programs. (26) The funding .structure
of each local program was determined by the local com.munity, using
a variety of methods.
The majority of the local Career program.s had .found the
18
su:mmer agency, experiences with college students to .betheirbest
recruitment tool. The Co:mrnission, during 1964 and 1965, focused
on large s eg:ments of the population for recruitment into the field:
persons seeking second careers and Peace Corps returnees. The
Commission"was concerned with the escalating number of workers
needed for the future and the more slowly in-creasing number of pro-
fes sional graduates. While the original purpose of the Commis sion
was to ,recruit persons to the social work profes sion, in 1966 the
organization .felt the ·focus should be to :recruit qualified pers onsfor
social workpos,itions as well as for social work education. The new
the:me e:mphasized.varying educational needs for varying tasks and
differential use of manpower. (27)
During 1961, the nation's' graduate schools of social work were
operating at 93 per cent capacity. (28) A larger nu:mberof federal
scholarships and more effective recruit:ment :material beca:me
available .. In 1964, with 84 per. cent of their graduate students
receiving some financial aid, :most graduate schools of social work
had reached the saturation point. (29)' The results of an informal
survey showed that in Dece:mber 1964 the :majority of accredited
schools were filled to capacity and most schools wanted to expand
enroll:ment but lacked the funds to do so. (30) The proportion of
:master of social worl< degrees to the total nu:mber of :masters' degrees
in all fields had been declining. since 1960 .. In 1965 the total :masters'
19
degrees awarded were-112, 195. Only. 2,748 were given for social
work. (31)
. If the estimated number of social workers needed by 1970 Was
to be met, graduate school enrollment had to be quadrupled
immediately (Refer to Page 2, Chapter I). (32) With the lack of
funds to increase the capacity of exist~ngschools and establish new
I
ones at the rate necessary, other patterns and methods of education
were developed. Experience had shown· that federal support con-
tributed subst~ntially.to improvement of education. (33) Federal
funds- available through the 1967 amendments to the Social Security
; Act made pos sible the development, expansion, and improvement of
educational facilities. The legislation provided that no less than one-
half of the $5,000,000 appropriated for fiscal 1969 must be spent on
undergraduate programs . .(34)
Many social work tasks do not require the services of a graduate
social worker· and may be accomplished by staff prepared at the
baccalaureate level. . New plans for undergraduate social welfare
education were presented in special studies sponsored by the Counoil
on Social Work Education. (35 ) In 1965, the total number of students
enrolled in 232 schools having defined programs in social welfare
was 17,067; 4,535 students completed these programs in 1966. Of
these 29.3 per cent entered graduate schools and 48.7 per cent
entered social service employment. (36)
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Salaries of social workers remained below thos e of other
profes sions .(37) The Family, Service Ass ociationof America studied
salary: improvement and re commended for 1968 the salary, of $8 , 600
for beginning caseworkers with a master's degree. (38)
Oregon
Education for social work in Oregon'was subject to,the growing
pains experienced general!y by schools throughout the United States .
The Portland School of Social Work, which opened in 1919 under the
auspices of the Department of Sociology of the University, of Oregon,
closed in September 1932 when the legislature was unable to provide
sufficient funds for its continuance. The graduate social, work school
established in 1943 by Marylhurst College had to be discontinued two
years later because of low student enrollment. One graduate school
for Oregon'was,to,bef.irmly established. With the start of the
Portland ,State College, School of Social Work in 1962 (39) three tasks
were set: to establish a two year program leading to the Master of
Social Work degree, to provide a certificate program Jor those
working in the field and currently, unable to attend graduate school,
and to develop an undergraduate program in social services at
Portland State College. (40)
By 1967 the graduate school had awarded eighty-two masters'
degrees. The 1967-68 enrollrnentof seventy-seven students was
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close to the school's capacity. (41) The Certificate Program for
training people working in the field graduated fifty students in the first
class and had an enrollment of ninety-five Public Welfare staff mem-
bel's for the seconq year (1967 - 68) of the program. (42) The Public
Welfare Commission anticipated that the program would result not
only in increasing the skill of the staff in working with clients and
community agencies but would strengthen the commitment of enrolled
employee-students to Public Welfare. (43) During the period from
1962-1967 there was about a 34 per cent turnover in caseworkers,
with most persons leaving after their second or third year of employ'- .' '
ment. A report of the Oregon Public Welfare Commis sian, dated
April 1963, showed that 109 employees had received Welfare grants
for graduate social work education in the period from 1947 to 1962.
After commitment agreements of two months; employment for each
month in school were completed, only forty-six of these persons
were still with the agency. (44)
Portland State College first offered courses in social service at
the undergraduate level in 1966-1967 with twenty-five students
enrolled. The number of students doubled the following year. An
\
undergraduate program leading to a Certificate in Social Service ~as
approved to begin in the academic year of 1968-1969. (45)
The University. of Oregon received federal funds to establish'
an undergraduate School of Community Services and Public Affairs
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in 1967. The program was designed to prepare students for employ-
ment in public and private social agencies. (46) At least fifteen
other-undergraduate schools offered courses with social work content
and some included field experience. The majority of the· courses
providedpre'J?rofes s ional instruction, (47)
Principal organizations active in Oregon's history. of recruit-
ment were the Oregon' Public Welfare Commission, the local chapter
of the N ationalAs s ociationof Social Workers, the Portland J,1,lnior
League, and Social Work Careers·in Oregon,' Incorporated.
The 1944-45. report published by the Oregon Public Welfare
Commission mentioned, for the first time, the serious problem of
personnel recruitment due to higher salaries offered.by private
indust~y.(48) In 1947, as a.recruitment tool, the Commission began
to offer graduate' school scholarships to staff with the aid of federal
money. In 1958 the' Commission employed a personnel recruiter,
with offices in Portland, to interview college students throughout the
State. Between 1959 and June 1964, he answered .538 written
inquiries.from out-of-town students and arranged civil service tests
at convenient locations. (49)
The' Oregon Recruitment Committee' of the National As sociation
of Social Workers was organized in 1956. In addition to using the
recruitment techniques of the national organization~ the local chapter
'worked with the' Portland Junior League Scholarship Selection
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Committee regarding _persons interested in graduate study.
Representatives of the chapter were active in stirnulatingcommunity
interest in the establishment of the graduate school of social work. (50)
In 1957, organized recruitment of voluntee,r workers was done
through the Central Volunteer Bureau created as a two year demonstra-
tion project by the Portland Junior League. (51) In 1966, the Junior
League also sponsored a pilot program to interest high school juniors
in social work with agency tours and individual interviews with social
workers. The Executive Director of Social Work Careers in Oregon,
Incorporated, was the resource person for the League in that pro-
gram. (52)
Social Work Careers in Oregon, Incorporated (SWC), one of the
twenty-four programs active in seventeen states in 1967 organized by
the National Commission on Social Work Careers (53), officially began
its'work in September 1965. The plan to establish the recruitment
program evolved from a workshop conference held October 21-23,
1964, at Dorchester House, Oceanlake (Lincoln City), Oregon.
Forty-five persons representing a broad spectrum of cOIl1munity and
state interests were invited to the conference.
The results of two surveys impressed the workshop participants
with the personnel needs of community service agencies and with the
public's limited understanding of the social work profession. The
decision was made to establish an organization for the recruitment of
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qualified s ocial·work personnel and more accurately to interpret
social work to.the public~ (54) Between September 1965 and August
1967, of the 272 SWC office interviews 207 were related to employ-
ment inquiries. The problem, as described by the SWC Executive
Director,. seemed ,to.be 'pot one of need for more interested persons
but for' more highly trained persons and the better utilization of
personnel w~thdiffere:p.tdegrees of training. (55) The SWC program
helped arrange 'placement opportunities for undergraduate students
by settingupa registry. of planned agency experiences.
Althoughthe.'original 'plan was for the agency to be statewide
in scope, 75 per cent of the energies were centered in the Portland
area. (56) Oregon showed. a need for varied approaches to the inter-
pretationof the profession of social work due to the widely differing
conditions in thecomrnunities ranging from urban to rural.
Conclusion
This generic review of national and local recruitment to the
'fieldof social work.reveals trends in three interrelated areas:
. recruitment practices, training programs, and personnel standards.
Local independent activities of securing people to do social
welfare jobs yielded 'to nation-wide cooperative tendencies within the
as sociations of agencies, schools, and the helping prafes sions. By
the 1960' s thes e as sociations had integrated their efforts to recruit
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qualified people for positions and education into one national organiza-
tion: the National Commission for Social Work Careers.
Training programs, first instituted by agencies, were formulated
into accredited graduate programs but undergraduate schools still
supplied the majority of welfare workers. The employees with
baccalaureate degrees were responsible for 75 per cent of all social
welfare services to clients in 1965. (57)
National organizations of schools, agencies, and professional
workers enforced standards for the field by accreditation, member-
ship, and ce rtification requirements. (58)
The social welfare consciousness, reinforced by the War on
Poverty programs of the Kennedy and Johnson administrations,
required a fresh look at qualifications for social service personnel.
What had to be faced was the clarification of the relationship between
the professional social worker and the person without graduate train-
ing as well as administrative planning for differential use of man-
power. The new dimension for recruitment efforts incorporated
clear job des criptions and an awarenes s of factors that influence
people to choose social work. With this knowledge more effective
interpretation can be made for the benefit of employing agencies, for
thos e qualified to do the work, and for the general public.
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CHAPTER III
A REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
Plans were made in the early stages of the Soc.ial Work Careers
Study to search the general literature dealing with factors bearing on
career choice. A principal aim was to discover variables which
might influence individuals in.choos ing, social work as a career .
Joint responsibility for this task was assumed by the Project Group
as a whole, J with individual as s ignments.
Search of the Literature
Material was· sought under:
Books indexed under Careers, Professions, Professional
Education, Profes sional, Vocational Guidance, Voca-
tional Education, Vocation, Occupations, Social
Services, and Social Work
Psychological Abstracts
Sociological Abs tracts
Social Work Abstracts
Education Index
Busines s Periodicals
International Periodicals
Social Work Thes es
Journals
Bibliographies
The terms Ilcareer," llvocation," "occupation, II and "profession"
have not been used as discreet entities in the literature. Definitions
overlap and various writers use these words interchangeably. It was
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decided, then, that an attempt at differentiation would encumber
\~ rather than contribute to a search of the literature.
The design for the search of the literature included a specifica-
tion of dates and of libra\,PY sources available. With the exception of
the classical theories on vocational choice which began to appear in
the 1950' s, this chapter is limited to the period from 1960 to 1968.
Itwas deemed nece s s ary to include the earlier significant theories
as the foundation for the later studies. Regarding library sources
available, the materials at Portland State College were the main
source. The materials at the Social Work Careers, office were also
reviewed. The latter included information pertaining to the Social
Work Careers organization locally and nationally, as well as some
material on careers in social work. More than 300 items were
reviewed, only the most relevant of which will be reported.
General Literature on Vocational Choice: Major
Significant Theories
Prior to the 1950 IS, vocational counselors had worked chiefly
'with tests of ability and inventories of interests on a pragmatic
basis. Matching the traits of the individual with factors of the job
was the method in common usage. In reviewing the general literature
on vocational choice, a number of major theorie~ began to emerge in
the 1950' s.
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The 'names of Ginzberg, Super, Roe, Tiedeman, Holland, and
l;3ordinappear·repeatedly. These 'writers formulated theories based
on heuristic and empirical studies which have since become classics.
These theories were based on findingsfrom a number of fields--
economics, sociology, psychoanalysis, psychology, and education.
Some were based on data obtained from' research studies while 'others
were primarily speculative. All sought to explore those factors which
caus epeople to engage in' certain occupations. Hoppock des cribed
theoretical differences· as follows:
Some of the authors exp~ain occupational c~oice in terms of
external, economic,. sociological, and educational influences;
othe r sJind their explanations in the cons c ious and uncons cious
.internal motivations of the individual. There is sharp conflict
on some points , considerable agreement on others. (1)
In 1951, Eli Ginzberg, an economist, with Ginsberg, Axelrad
and Herma, -published a-monograph which called forth mixed reactions
from other writers in the£ield and which ·stimulated the formulation
of new theories .(2)
The Ginzberg Theory
Ginzberg's theory contained three elements. The first stated
that occupational choice is a· developmental proces swhich typically
takes place 'over a period of some ten years time. The second stated
that thisproces s is larg.ely irreversible due to investments, of time,
money, . and ego. The third stated that the proces s of occupational
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choice ·ends in acompromis ebetween interests , capacities , values,
and opportunities. Ginzbergthen co:ncluded that the proces s of
decision-making, could be analyzed in terms of three periods - -those
Qf fantasy, tentative, and realistic choices. In the fantasy period,
the youngs te r thinks about an. occupation in. te rms of his wish to be
an adult. The ·tentative 'periodbegins at about age eleven and choices
are determined largely, by interest, then by capacities, and then by
.' values. The 'period .of realistic choices:begins at about age seventeen
and in this period exploratory , crystallization, and specification
phases succeed each other over a period of approximately two years.
Super's Theory
Donald Super, a pioneer beginning ,his work in 1942 and one of
the most referred-to·writersin the field,' (3) attacked Ginzberg's
theory on the grounds. of its failure to build adequately on previous
'workaswell as on what he 'saw as its.limitations. He stated his own
theory in aseries.of ten propositions:
1. People differ in their abilities, interests and personalities.
2. They are qualified, by virtue of these characteristics, each
.for a number. of occupations.
3. Each of these occupations requires a characteristic pattern
of abilities,. interests, and personality traits, with tolerances
wide enough, however, to allow both some variety of occupations
for each individual and some variety of individuals in each occupa-
tion.
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4. Vocational preferences and competencies, the situations in
which peoplelive and work, and hence their self concepts, change
with time and experience (although self concepts are generally
fairly stable from late adolescence until late maturity), making
choice and adjustment a continuous process.
5. This proces s may be summed up in a series of life stages
characterized as those of growth, exploration, establishment,
maintenance, and decline, and these stages may in turn be sub-
divided into (a) the fantasy, tentative, and realistic phases of
the exploratory stage, and (b) the trial and stable phases of the
establishment stage.
6. The nature of the career pattern (that is, the occupational
level attained and the sequence, frequency, and duration of trial
and stable jobs) is determined by the individual's parental socio-
economic level, mental ability, and personality characteristics,
and by the opportunities to which he is expos ed.
7. Development through the li£e stages can be guided, partly by
facilitating the proces s of maturation of abilities and interests
and partly by aiding in reality testing and in the development of
the s elf concept.
8. The proces s of vocational development is es sentially that of
developing and implementing a self concept: it is a compromise
proces s in which the s elf concept is a product of the interaction
of inherited aptitudes, neural and endocrine make-up, opportunity
to play various roles, and evaluations of the extent to which the
,results of role playing meet the approval of superiors and' fellows.
9. The proces s of compromise between -individual and social
factors" between self concept and reality, is one of role playing,
whether the role is played in fantasy, in the counseling interview ,
or in real life activities such as schOOl classes, clubs, part-time
work, and entry jobs.
1o. Work satisfactions and life satisfactions depend upon the
extent to which the individual finds adequate outlets for his
abilities, interests, personality traits, and values; they depend
upon his establishment in a type of work, a work situation, and
a way of life in which he can play the kind of role 'which his
growth and exploratory experiences have led him to consider
congenial and appropriate. (4)
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Ginzberg's and Super's Research Methods
Ginzberg ' s and Super's research methods differed markedly.
The research of Ginzberg and his colleagues was cross-sectional.
They interviewed s.ixty-four boys, aged eleven to twenty-four, ' from
an upper socioeconomic level; as a check on this sample, they also
interviewed seventy boys in a settlement house population and ten
college girls .. Interviews were highly structured and about an hour
in length.
Super'felt that a longitudinal study. based ona stable' population
would.reveal more pertinent data regarding the variables affecting
,career choice" and would support his hypotheses of the five life stages
and of occupational choice as being a proces s. He therefore headed
the Horace Mann-Lincoln Institute of School Experimentation's Career
Pattern Study begun in 1951. The population' for this study was a
group of 27 b eighth and ninth grade boys attending, school in
Middletown, New York. Methods used were (1) tests, questionnaires,
and ratings, (2) interviews with the boys, and (3) interviews with the
parents of the boys.
The Roe Theory
Roe (5) took a different approach. Whereas Ginzbergand
Super based their theories on genetic factors, socioeconomic factors
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and the organisrn interacting with its environment, Roe 'stressed the
difference in parental handling of children and later adult behavior
patterns which relate to vocational choices. Roe used Maslow' s (6)
hierarchy of prepotency of the individual's basic needs as the basis
for her study. Maslow's basic needs are:
1. The physiological needs.
2. The safety needs.
3. The need for- belongingne s s, and love.
4. The -need for importance, respect, self-esteem, independence.
5. The need for information.
6. - The need for understanding.
7. The need for beauty.
8. The need for self-actualization.
She felt that the -child' s< occupational choices would be -deter-
mined in large part by the patterns of early, experience with parents
and the degree to which they met the eight needs listed above. She
-listedthree'majorsubd-ivisions in regard tothechildls position in the
family. emotional structure: as the -center of attention, as a voided, or
as accepted. She stated the s e three positions would lar gely determine
whether the- child would be person-directed or -non-person directed
in his future 'vocational choice. She stated that Ilthis, is a speculative
paper, and there -is -little -direct evidence for the hypothes es which
are sugg.ested. II J7)
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The Tiedeman ·Theory
Tiedeman emphasized the proces s. of decision in·vocational
development. He agreed with Super's outline of process. but stated
that "the structure of decision must be specified before investigations
of the theory of vocational development can enter new phases .. II (8)
He stated that lithe compromise inherent in discovering and
nourishing the area of congruence of person and society as expressed
in an individual' svocational behavior is effected within a set of
decision. II (9) As a person matures, he makes decisions with regard
to school, work, and life, and Tiedemandivides.each decision into
two periods -- a period of anticipation and a period of implementation or
adjustment. In the period of anticipation,. exploration, crystallization,
and choice takes place. In the period of implementation, induction,
transition, and maintenance occur. Involved in the dynamics of the
decision-making process is the fact that man both remembers and
imagines, and this creates dependencies among decisions. Inregard
to memory, each decision made at an earlier time will effect a par-
ticulardecisionnow in question. In regard to imagination, anticipatory
behavior emerges with relation to several goals rather than with one
alone.
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The Holland Theory
Holland, in 1959, published a paper (10) in which he ·criticized
previous theories as being' either too broad or too specialized. Super
and Ginzberg .fell in the forlTIer category; Roe, Bordin·and Hoppockin
the latter. He 'expres seda need for lTIore cOlTIprehensive theorizing
and attelTIpted"todelineate a theory of vocational choice 'which is
comprehensive enough to integrate existing knowledge and at the
salTIe tilTIe sufficiently, close to observables to stilTIulate further
research." (11)
Holland stated that at the tilTIe of vocational choice the person
has a set of adjustive'orientations or a,distinctive "life style." He
then correlated these "life styles l' with the following six lTIajor
occupational environlTIents.
1. The Motoric Environment. Illustrative occupations are
laborers, lTIachine operators, aviators, farlTIers, truck
drivers, and carpenters.
2. The Intellectual Environment. Illustrative occupations are
physicists, anthropologists, chemists, mathematicians, and
biologists.
3. The Supportive Environment. Illustrative occupations are
social workers, teachers, interviewers, vocational counselors,
and therapists.
4. The Conforming Environment. Illustrative occupations are
bank tellers, secretaries, bookkeepers, and file ·clerks.
5. The Pursuasive Environment. Illustrative occupations are
salesmen, politicans., managers, promoters, andbusines s
executives.
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6. The Esthetic Environment. Illustrative occupations are
musicians, artists, poets, sculptors, and writers. (12)
Holland next described personality traits corresponding with
the six occupational environments. For example, he saw the person
with the supportive orientation as follows :
Persons of this orientation prefer teaching or therapeutic
roles, which may reflect a desire for attention and socializa-
tion in a structured, and therefore safe, setting. They
possess verbal and interpersonal skills. They are also
characterized as, responsible, socially oriented and accept-
ing of feminine impulses and roles. Their chief values are
humanistic and religious. They are threatened by and avoid
situations requiring intellectual problem- solving, physical
skills or highly. ordered activities, since they prefer to deal
with problems through feeling and interpersonal manipula-
tions of others. Persons of rhis class are best typified as
.orally dependent in the sense of being verbal, feminine, and
dependent. (13)
He concluded that the individual's ability to fit himself into the most
suitable occupational environment is bas ed upon degree of II inte lligence
+ self evaluation. II
The Bordin, Nachmann and Segal Theory
Bordin, Nachmann, and Segal related their study (14) published
in 1963 to Holland's, but pointed out that whereas Holland forced
occupations into particular clas sifications, they found it more mean-
ingful to establish a series of pivotal personal dimensions, forming
a matrix into which occupations. could be mapped. They professed a
psychoanalytic orientation toward personality dynamics and set forth
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three preliminary as sumptions:
1. A continuity in development which links the earliest work of
the organism in food getting and mastery of the body and
copi"ng with the stimulations of the environment to the most
highly abstract and complex of intellectual and physical
activities.
2. That the complex adult activities retain the s arne ins tinctual
sources of gratification as the simple infantile ones.
3. That although the relative strengths and configurations of
need are subject to continual modification throughout the
life span, their es sential pattern is determined in the first
six years of life. The seeking out of occupational outlets
of increasingly precise appropriateness is the work of the
school years, but the needs which will be the driving
forces are largely set before that time. (15)
The personal dimensions, set up in chart form, were traced to
infantile physiological functions, which could account for all the
gratifications work offers. Occupations could then be des cribed in
terms of the relative strengths of these dimensions. As an example:
The second cluster of dimensions have to do with the teeth and
the satisfactions to be had fr'om biting, chewing and devouring.
We would assume that these impulses are translated in the
adult into the us e of cutting and grinding and drilling tools - ..
that these activities are delegated first from teeth to fingers,
then to knives and saws and drills, and finally to biting and
cutting words and ideas. (16)
Research on Career Choice in Social Work
As early as 1932, Niebuhr described the "average modern
socialworker l' as ". . . very often of the type in whom traditional
religion no longer awakens interest,who is affronted by the intellec ...
tual obscurantism in which conventional orthodoxy is clothed,or
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perplexed by the intellectual problems which the religious world view
faces in our modern scientific culture; but he is probably' engaged in
social work precisely, because that vocation is to him the most logical
means. of expressing.his mission to mankind.... 11 (17)
Since Niebuhr's g.eneral description, many studies have focused
on characteristics and traits of the social worker and the· elements, of
his career choice. Intelligence, interest, and aptitude tests have
beendev'eloped; chance, cultural, social and economic factors have
been studied; the significance of social status, attitudes, and values
have been explored; and with the development of vocational choice
theory, developmental and psychoanalytical approaches have been
formulated.
Kadushin's Survey
Kadushin, in 1957, published one of the first general surveys of
factors which influence individuals to choose' social work as a
career. (I8) He drew together eight areas of general agreement
among the major theories and then analyzed particular factors .. In
regard to Super's idea: that roleplaying :based on identification was
essential to the compromise process which determi.nes occupational
choice, he pointed out that
social work is at a disadvantage as far as early determination
of choice is concerned. Social work has low vis ibility for mos t
elementary, high school and college students. It is difficult to
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identify with an occupation unles s. one has the opportunity for
personal contact. (19)
In considering why people-choose social work, Kadushin listed
the following reasons frorn a polling of some 1200 students entering
:schools of social work in 1949: (20)
The principal reasons, in order of frequency were: 1) a
desire to work·with people--50%; 2) offers job security--
21%; 3) desire to work toward improvement of social and
economic conditions--15%; 4) interest in having a better
understanding of the behavior, attitudes and relationship
of people--12%; and 5) consider personal qualifications
best suited to social work--8%. (21)
He stated, too, that 'Ion a personality typology analysis social work
students show greater concern than others with being liked, wanted,
needed, approved of and appreciated." (22)
He suggested three possibilities concerning those who choose
social work as a career:
Differences in background require differential emphasis:
emphasis on the internal satisfactions is necessary to attract
students of profes sional middle clas s parents; emphasis on
the intrins ic s atis factions - - the white collar nature of the
occupation, professional status, etc., is legitimate in
interesting students of minority groups.
Choice of social work requires that the person be willing and
able to complete work toward a degree. Whatever factors
militate against going to college will militate against a choice
of social work as a career.
Women are more likely to be drawn to social work than men.
The kinds of responses that the good worker is called upon to
make are regarded as feminine- .. tender, gentle, warm, accept-
ing, non-aggressive responses. (23)
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In regard to'when· choice is made, Kadushin suggested that it comes
at a relatively late date based on the prem.ise
that social work does not require a definite comm.itment either
in high school or college. Peoplem.ajoringin a wide variety
· of fields may s.till obtain social work jobs upon graduation ,from
college and apply for entrance to schools of social work. In
addition the satisfactions of social work are more likely to appeal
to ~ more m.ature group. (24)
Kadushin next discussed the factor of retention in the field and
postulated from. "a number of studies" that
1) graduates of schools. of social work are more likely. to
develop.'"profes sional longevity than non- graduates; 2) even
profes sional education does not 'immunize'womenagainst
the lure of the role of wife and mother; 3) salary is a crucial
determinant in retaining .men in social work; and 4) the
· 'problem of recruitment' may not be a problem of recruitment
. but rather a problem of retention. (25)
He concluded with the following much-quoted summary:
The statistical fiction woven from the studies indicates that
the person most likely to be 'sus ceptible to the advances of the
sQcialwork recruiter is : a female of above average intelli-
·gence,. of profes sional or 'middle clas s parents, living .in a
. large ·northern city, whose occupational values and interests
revolve around a desire to .work with people in an effort to
help them. through the use of verbal skills. (26)
Minnesota's Studies
The School of Social Work at the University of Minnesota has
focused research attention on aspects' of career choice in social work
under the stimulation of its director, John C. Kidneigh. These
include studies by Lundberg, Oren, Francel and McCornack.
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The Lundber gStudy
Lundberg:comparedsocial work students from four universities
with fifth year- students in the' fields, of education, engineering, law,
library science, nursing, and psychology, using questionnaires.
Findings indicated that
social work students in this study were found to have similar
a.cademic interests with students 'in education" nursing, and
psychology. Their salary expectations paralleled thos eof
students in nursing, library science, and ,education. In verbal
intellectual abilities they did not differ' significantly from the
combined central group.
In their cultural and social origin" social work students
were similar to"the -students in the other six professions, in
nationality, race and social class. .,.,.
Social work -students . . . were found to have made their
career choice, of a:profession at a later 'period of life than,had
the students in the other six profess.ions. Theyalso,felt less
parental support in their -choice at leas t from mothers.
The social work students were found to be more
liberal. . . in their- view than the control group on the 'follow-
ing points: 1) anti-democratic attitudes, 2) ethnocentrism,
3) political-economic conservatism, and 4) interpretation of
traditional familyideology. (27)
The Oren'Study
Oren- constructed an instrument for the measurement of social
workers' attitudes associated with aptitude for interpersonal relation-
's,hips. Two groups of social workers were contrasted on the basis,of
relativelyg,ood and relatively poor aptitude for interpersonal relation-
'ships. The ins trument consisted of 184 opinion statements, the idea-
tional content being ,related to a theoretical framework of social work
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principles and. values. A. conl'parative .analys is between·the two groups
.was provided by allowing, for -varying degrees. of agreement or dis-
agreement onascale. for each item. (28)
This research gives S,ome empirical evidence ·to, support
the conviction held by many. that social workers with the'most
. favorable set of attitudes toward people' and social situations
tend to be ,the·best social workers. Further research is needed
to determine ·the·permanency: of attitudes. (29)
: The Francel Study
Francel's, study"'was directed at isolating ,factors as sociated
with the 'succes sful Qutcome· of professional training:for social work.
In using the 'faculty, of a s.chool of social work to judge 'which graduates
could be' expe ctedto. be· highly, s:ucces sful practitioner s .and which
.could be·expected to. be marginal, an attempt was made to.determine
factors. a,s sociated.:withsucces s. Findings suggested that
undergraduate.'grade averages were found to.. be 'highly associated
with the, criteria of success as measured by this study....
Other characteristics. of success associated .includedemotional
maturity, capacity, for' change, . capacity to be' s elf- critical, and
capacity, to a,cce-pt the' criticism·. of others. These 'findings con-
·firm the -beHef that personalitY,characteris tics a.re important
.. to.the success of the' individual social worker. ,(30)
.The lvfcCornack'Study
McCornack, in a: study of approximately'I200 social workers,
attempted to. delineate interests of male and female social workers as
they; differed from men and women in ·.g.enera'l. He found that "a strong
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liking.for:verbal activities and adislike of the physical sciences
.s:eem to be distinctive interests. of social workers.... 11 He
'concluded that both men and women social workers tended to dislike
conservative and athletic people and added that "what women social
'workers seem to like most is attending. conferences and conven ...
.tions. 11 (3 1)
The (Jackel Study
The National Opinion.ResearchCenter sent CLtlestionnaires to
40,000 s.eniorson:thirty-five campuses in 1961. eliciting. their career
aspirations, immediate post- graduate plans I reactions. tocours es and
other college experiences, occupational values, and. other informa..
tion, including: the' usual background data. 'The study was longitudinal
in. that follow-up questionnaires were 's:ent out in.1962, 1963, and 1964
to compare 'change' over a period of time. Gockel, as a sub- study,
us: ed this material with spe'cific reference to. thos e students who
aspired to .social work as their career field. (32) He found a, large
'expansion of social work as:pirants occurring during the· college years,
with relative· stability: later on. During the :college period, there was
a large defection in choice of social work, but an. even larger recruit-
ment,which 'resultedin anet g.ain. Recruits were relatively,dis-
interested in the occupational values of freedom from supervision,
opportunities to be original and creative, and money, .but were
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,strikingly attracted by the' opportunity to work with people. They.were
generally,low on.the Academic Performance Index. The proportion of
men to women r-etaining:interest in social work increased greatly
. during the time pe~riodbut never rea,ched the dis tributionfor all
students of 60% male and 40% female, Retention was higher foremen
than women; that is, though- relatively few men initially. choose social
work, a relatively high proportion retained interest over these -time
periods. Retention was positively associated with interest in people;
income was not found to .be a significant factor. As sociationwith
other variables was not c'onclusive.
The Pins Study
Xn -19 63 Pins published his exploratory study of factors
influencing career choices in social work. (33) This study is par-
ticularly significant for the -social work careers study in that the
questionnaire devised by Pins was utilized, with alterations and
modifications to ,fit a different population, and his .findings were used
as one. basis _of comparison.
Pins' study had a.three-fold objective. It sought:
1. To ascertain data about (a) who chooses -social work and
graduate professional educatiqn, (b) when social work
students make their career' choice, and (c) what factors
influence this decision.
2. To,consider the implications of the findings for agencies,
schools of social work, the National Association of Social
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Workers,. ·local social work career committees, and the
Counc·il on Social Work Education, as the· findings relate
. to recruitlnent and admis sion procedures for profes sional
education.
3. To raise' more clearly defined questions for future research
on career choices in social work. (33)
The .following hroad questions were selected as the major focus
of Pins I study:
. 1. What is the present composition of the student body in
schools of social work in terms of age, sex, religion, race,
marital status, socio-economic background, academic
preparation, organizational activity, and work experience?
2.. Has the composition of the student body in schools 'of social
work (in terms of the characteristics identifiedabdve)
changed in the pas.t ten years?
·3. At what stage of life or education do individuals choose
social work- as their career?
4. What factors, if any, have major influence on individuals
in their choice of a social work career?
_ 5. Are there any differences among students who concentrate
their studies in the· cas ework, group work, and community
organization methods in terms of general characteristics
(identified in question 1) or in terms of when and. why, they
chose social work as a career ? ,(33)
Pins I population consisted of all full-time, first-year students
who entered schools of social work in the United States and Canada
in the fall of 1960. All sixty- three accrediteds chools participated
and 2931 completed questionnaires were·returned. This represented
a 98.7 per cent sample~
The s cope of this review precludes a detailed reporting of Pins r
..so
\
findings. Inst~ad, selected highlights of the data in'relationto key
,questions one, three and ,four' are summarized in the following ,exce'rpts
fromthe sixth chapter. (33)
Sex, Age and Marital Status. Among the social work stu-
dents in the-.i9 60 -19 61· acade'mic, yeatthere were more women
than men, students. However, over two-fifths of all students-were
male. ,Almost 70 per cent of the students were under thirty,years
of age and only' 10 per cent were fortyyears,:or older. ' Almost
half of the student body were or -had be'en'ma,rried. A gr'eater 'pro-
portion of the'women than the men were single as they entered
social work education. More than half of those married had one
or more children.
Race 'and, religion. The ·religious, distribution of students
in social workeducation.in 1960 was unlike the distribution of
the threemaj or faiths in the population of the United States.
There were' fewer Protestant students and ,more J:"e-wish students
in s chools- of s ocialwork than in the religious affiliations of the
total population. The proportion of Catholic students was almost
equal to their repres:entation in the country. The percentage of
Negro students in-social work was· somewhat higher than their
proportion in the population.
Geogra'phicorigin. Almost half of all first-year students
in schools ,of social work in the fall of 1960 had lived most of
their lives on the Eastern Seaboard. Over 40 per cent lived in
states in the' Middle Atlantic and Southeastern part of the United
States, Another 20 per cent cam.e from states in the Central
portion of the country. Relatively, fe'w students lived in the far
North, the Southwest, ,or'in 'New England.... More than a
third of all the' students, lived in .large cities with populations
over 500,000,
Education. About half of all the 'students completed their
undergraduate studies ina privately- sponsored institution of
higher 'learning, while 43 per' cent ... attended a public
coll~ge Or university. Only 3 per cent of the' students were
graduates of teachers colleges and fewer than 1 per cent
received their college 'education at institutions outside the
United States' and Canada. The 'vast majority, of students,
7l per cent, had an average grade of "B" in their junior and
senior years at college; 14% ... had a "C plus" average and
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only, 3 per cent had a grade average of "e" or less. On the other
hand, 11 per cent of the students achieved an "A" average in
their last two years:: of college. The social sciences. were
chosen by' 62 per cent of the students as their college 'Inajors.
All other pos sible undergraduate Ina-jors, each .represented
less than 10 per cent of the social work students. S,ocial
welfare andbusines s ,were 'next in order but were selected
far les s ,frequently .... 5 per cent of all students had no
undergraduate 'psychology courses and 11 per cent never
studieds ociology in college .
Socio.... economicba.ckgraund. Most students. . .. came
froIn lower-Iniddle·clas s hOInes, as indicated by their 'fathers t
occupations and. their parents. t incoIne and education. A
s:Inaller 'but not insignificant group caIne fraIn both upper .and
.lower income faInilies. As a group their socio-econoInicback-
graundwas higher ,than the 'national average.
Work experience. Over 80 pe,r cent of the ..... students
studied had direct paid or volunteer work experience in social
work. Fifty-nine per .cent actually worked on a full-tiIne basis
for six Inonths or more ina paid social work position. Thirty-
six per' cent. . , . had held paid SUInmer positions and another
2n per cent had been. eInployed during the year ona part-tiIne
basis. AIInost half of the students, 45 per cent, had at one
time served as volunteers in a social agency ....
Organizational experience. Social work students, as a
group, were ,very active incoInInunity and college 'organizational
life. Over-33 per cent considered theInselves "quite active," and
27 per cent ..... "frequently'1held leadersh;i:p positions. Only 11
per cent "hardly ever" served as officers or cOInInittee ·chairmen
in the groups to which they belonged .
. How and' When. do Students Le arn About Social W ark?
As a group, S oclal work students became aware' of this
field at arelatively: late stage in their education. Direct con-
tact with so.cialwork and social workers as well as. college
·courses and.instructors were the Inajor sources, of information
for students about social work.
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When do Social Work Students Decide on Their Career?
A final social work career decision was made relatively
, late and Jormost students did not seem to be their first choice.
Most of the first-year students .... did not seriously consider
or decide on a social 'work career until their last year in
college or after graduation. Many waited a year or more ....
before entering graduate professional education, Most students
considered or tried another career and some first obtained
graduate degrees infields other than social work.
What Factors Influence. the Career Choice '0£ Social Work Students?
The mqjor sources. of information about social work-·... work
experience, college courses and instructors, and.so.cial workers
themselves- ... were also the factors reported by students to .have
influenced them most to select a s ocialwork career. Parents,
relatives, teachers and friends g:enerally. did not oppose. . ..
choice of a.social·work.career, although only about half of the
students' ... reported that their choice 'was approved by these
people. Most students who. had considered or tried othe~'careers
indicated that they switched because they felt they were better
suited for social work than Jor their first choice or other possible
occupations. In.general, students chose social work because they
valued its goals and functions and found it to coincide 'withtheir
assessment of their own interests and skills. Very few were
influenced.by social work' smonetary or status. remunerations.
Conclusion
In this chapter an attempt has been made to give an overview of
general theories of vocational choice as -well as to des cribe res earch
projects. directed toward isolating.factors influencing the- selection of
social work as a career 'choice, with emphasison'Pins' study. The
aim has been to place in perspective the objectives and, findings of the
Social Work Careers Study.
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CHAPTER IV
METHODOLOGY
The project group of ten graduate students first met in March
of 1967. The group discussed the problem "who chooses social work
as a career, and why?" The merits of different research approaches
'were exploJ;"ed.. In the initial phase a review was made of recruitment
in other fields, the influence ·of prestige and status as factors in
.choosing a ,career, and what had alr-eady, been done in researching
.so_cial work. as a.career 'choice. Each member noted his readings in
duplicate and from these a-central file was developed. From this
search .the group became aware of the study by Arnulf Pins. (1) A
replication of Pins' work was selected as the method of study. A
letter was written.to Pins.. requesting permis sionto use his work in a
..replicationstudy and permission was granted.
Approximately. 90 per cent of those studied were a eros s sectio:p.
of individuals who had contacted Social Work Careers in Oregon,
Incorporated. A contact with SWCwas defined as encompassing those
individuals who had initiated a personal interview with SWC personnel.
The .remaining portion of the population represented the Oregon City
Orientation Center sample. The OC sample 'was a group. of employed
individuals attending the Orientation Center of the Oregon Public
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Welfare Commis~ion.
SWC was chosen because it was an accessible sample of people
who had contacted a social 'work careers information center but were
not necessarily committed to a career in social·work. Commitment.
to a care'er in social work as used in this study means either being
permanently employed in a social work position or engaged in some
activity, for the primary purpos e of gaining permanent social work
employment~ l'he director of SWC agreed to. cooperate in allowing
access to th.e data on record. In April a sub- committee of the project
group vis ited th.e SWC office, talked with the director, searched the
files, and reported hack to the project committee. As a result of the
visit, the decision was made to limit the population of study to those
people who had contacted SWC on their own initiative. This decision
was made because the files were not complete as to name and address
of those people 'who had been, contacted by personnel on the staff of the
SWC office.
It was decidedto.use the period from September 1965 to
August 1967 because the SWC office was better established by this
time, files were more complete, and the probability of locating recent
SWC contacts was greater.
OC was chosen as a sample because it provid"ed a group of
individuals whowe·re currently employed in social work, had selected
social work as a career, and were a readily acces sible sample.
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Another -reason .. for· selecting. OC was its use as a means of comparison
"with the SWC sample and with the Pins. sample.
The OC sample ·numberedtwenty-two.. Based on past yearly
enr'ollment figures, this was approximately'14% of the total enrollment
at the' Orientation Center in .any, given year.
Procedure
In the spring, of 1967 a tentative time schedule was prepared to
meet limitations imposed by the curriculum:
1. Spring 1967: Reviewing: of. literature; revising. que stion-
naire; administering a pre-test;. finalizing questionnaire.
2. Summer 1967: l\dministration of questionnaire; follow-up
. of questionnaire; review of literature.
3. Fa111967: Analyzing data; review literature; writing
. chapter r·eports.
4. Winter 1968: .Analyzing data; preparing.final report.
Thememberscof the Project Group selected chapter assign-
·mentsonwhich they wished to·work in the spring. of 1967. Areas
which were s:earched with respect to the' literature were psychological
'per'iodicals, abstracts and textbooks , educational periodicals and
textbooks, thesis material, international periodicals and abs tracts,
. and social work abstracts applicable. The' s'earch'of the. literature
went back to.. 19 60 unles s.oldermaterial was. cited in recent works. as
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having ,made a·significant contribution to the field. As each sub-
committee completed a rough draft of a chapter, it was presented to
the total group. for comIllent, criticism, evaluation, and revision.
The central prQblemin assessing factors which lead to the
.choice 'of a career was .devising aninstrurnent to identify and measure
those fa.ctorswhich influence anindividual in his particular' ca,reer
choice. A well stru.ctured questionnaire was envisioned by the group
as the most appropriate ,method of obtaining this information. Seldom
is one' survey regarded. as sufficient; usually'repetitions are ·considered
deBirable in order to .check :the .results and also to form a basis. for
·es.timatingthe precision obtained. (2) This was the basis for replicat-
ing the Pins's study.
The Pins' questionnaire'was designed tasurvey, graduate 'students
in social work. The questionnaire was modified because some of Pins'
questions were not applicable to the saInples being. studied. The
Project Groupope-ratedasa comInittee in arriving at decisions
effecting. changes in the questionnaire.
The questionnaire was pre-tested with an undergraduate group
. enrolled ina social workcou.rse at Portland State College in order to
gain- experience in its, adIninis tr ation and to point out neededmodifica-
tions for future use. As a result of pre-testing, the questionnaire was
revised. Chang:es in the questionnaire involved deleting thoseques-
tions specifically d.esignedby Pins ta 'elicit responses fruIn graduate
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social work students. Questions having to do with deITIographic factors
or with financial aid while attending school were ITIodified. Questions
were added to measure the effect of SWC.
The questionnaire was administered to the twenty-two persons
in the OC group. This group was enrolled in the June 1967 session at
the orientation center. The twenty~twopersons represented the total
nUITIber who were enrolled at the time. It was later found that the
group, while approximately 14% of the 1967 classes at the center,
probably was over representative of more recent graduates. The pri-
mary purpose in studying this group was to provide a saITIple for com-
parative purposes between persons who had made a strong commitment
toward a career in social work and the main study group. One change
was made in the questionnaire prior to mailing to the SWC saITIple.
The change involved the addition of questions relating to interest in
social work. A copy of the questionnaire in its final form is included
as Appendix I.
The SWC sample was drawn from the population who had con-
tacted SWC between September 1965 and August 1967. The Proj ect
Group decided that those recorded as over fifty years of age would be
deleted from the sample because opportunities for emploYITIent in this
age category are limited, unless the individual is experienced. A
decision was made to eliniinate those who had not as yet reached
their sixteenth birthday when it was discovered that the primary reason
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for these ·contacts was summer employment according to information
available in the 'SWC. office. After eliminating those ~under 16 and those
over -50, the resultant population numbered 207. The .resultant popula-
tionwas sequentially numbered from 1 to 207. The decision was made
that a manageable· sample would number 150. A table of randomnum-
bers ·wasused to remove 57 questionnaires from the ·total population
of 207, leaving ,150 for the sample. In summary, the SWC sample
numbered 150 individuals between the ages of 16 and 50 who had
initiated a contact withSWC.
Prior to mailing the questionnaire, a card was sent to the SWC
sample·explainingthe-purposeandimportance -of the questionnaire they
·would soon.receive. The questionnaire was mailed inSeptembero£
1967. A cover letter was sent to-explain the purpose of the question-
-naire. A stamped-·self.... addres:sedenvelope ·was included to facilitate
returning the questionnaire to the project committee. In October 1967,
thirty-three follow-up telephone· calls·weredirectedtothos e whose
telephone number -could be found to .facilitate return·of the ·qu-estion-
-naire. Of these people, six requested that a new questionnairebes-ent
to them as they had lost or misplaced the original. Letters were
mailed to the .remaining twenty-five ·people ·who, could not be ·reached
by telephone,. requesting their cooperation 'and· enclosing a card for
them to return indicating if they were ·going to mail the· completed
questionnaire or if they wanted another one· sent.
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Of these people, two· requested additional questionnaires. By
December 19 67 ninety~two completed questionnaires had been
received. The Project Group decided that further efforts to obtain
completedqu.estionnaireswouldnot result in a significant number of
returned questionnaires , based largely on the fact that only two com-
'pletedquestionnaireshadheen received from follow-up efforts.
Responses to-the questionnaire 'were tabulated, with ·one person
reading .the -response and·another -entering the response on a tabulation
·sheet. The 'statistical c.ommittee ve-rified the -tabulation sheets by
re,.;.readingthein£ormation -- contained on the que-s tionnaire and -check-
-ing .with the data included-on the -tabulation·sheets.
The ·tabulation sheet was designed to facilitate key punching of
the data onto card,s.sothat it could be'processed by_ computer. Open-
-ended responses were listed from the- original questionnaire and
analyzed using.de.scriptive techniques . The purpose in including open-
---ended.responseson'the-questionnaire was to make the number of
I"esponses to each 'question-manageable-from the standpoint of number
of responses and. to gain insight into areas not conceived of by the
'Project Group so that areas for further study might be identified.
The data cards were verified for accuracy of key punching by
printing out the punched data and comparing. this print out to the tabula-
tionsheets. This process was accomplished in.pairs with one person
·r-eadingthe print out and the-other person verifying the read number
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with the tabulation sheet. All mistakes- required repunching a data
card for the appropriate questionnaire -when a mistake was dis covered.
The data -cards were incorporated into a computer program designed
to total the·responses and compute the percentage of responses in any
given category. The-data acquired from this phase of the computer
'program provided the .statistical committee with approximately 2,400
items of des criptivedata.
Duplicates of the data· cards were obtained using a·card duplicator.
These cards were· used in 'another computer program todete~mine the
observed occurrence -of pa~rticular types of responses ina given
category. This information~was· us ed to. complete thematrices'us ed
in the computation--of the Chi- square -tests- of significance. A com-
'puterwasus ed to. compute the Chi-squares.
After gathertng :the data, the next step'was to test the hypotheses
concerning the nature of the relationship-of the observations. Two
major hypotheses·were·tested using inferential statistics. The first
hypothesis tested was:
. H~l The-traits of the Oregon· sample' (SWC and DC s ample) are 'not
significantly different from the Pins sample.
The purpose ·in testing this hypothesis was to determine whether
specific traits <of the Oregon'sample were the 'same as those in the Pi.ns
study. The ·specific traits analyzed were: undergraduate major,
numbe-rof psychology courses completed, number of sociology courses
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completed,· reasons,for -considering social work as a career and con-
-ceptions of the'most important functions of social work. The -second
hypothesis tested involved an -evaluation'of several independent
,variables having: to do with the timing and sequence ·of events. The
'secondhypothesis was stated:
HoZ ' -There is no significant difference between the DC and SWC
s ample 'with ·res~pect to. independent variables influencing the time
. that a career in·socialwork is·chosen.
Specific traits tested with respect to HOZ were: the time
decidedon'social work as a career, time first considered·social
work as a career and time of awareness of social work as a career.
A summary of the -findings are found ·in·Chapter 'VI, Table 3Z.
: Analysis of the Data
The statistical committee ·useddes criptive and statistical
inferential testsincanalyz-ingthe data. ,Des criptivemethods were
'used tad-raw generalin£erences about the .sample and to describe
-the traits of the sample with respect to socia-economic traits,
expetience~ tim·ing of vocational development, and influences in
:selection of a voe-ation,· as-. variables. The Chi square test· of sig-
nificancewas us'edas the' inferential statistical test in analyzing the
data. The Chi- square··test was used as a test to determine 'when two
-or Illorefrequency distributions, such as Pins, DC, and SWC, varied
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: sufficiently to indicate -that they did not corne from the s arne or a
: common-population. In ·additton, the Chi- square test was used as a
test· of associaJion, that is: to test whether ·or not there was an
associationhetween two- or more ·variables when the observed
Jrequencies were'cl.assified according to two or more variables.
Null hypotheses:·:we:te-.testedand accepted or rejected at the. 05 level.
:·:S'ign.lficantrelati0~s.hips,.. implications and ·conclusions were -explored
an~l'developed-byth:~statistics, committee when the Chi square value
'Wq;S:Sigllificantand'-the>relationship did not occurby'chance.
A. primarypurpose·o£ the' study was to identify significant traits
--which. influence a-:pers on l·making a choice-of social work as a career.
The :1!)xoject.group-.1Jelt that· certain traits wery important in·.selecting
acareerin'.social~ork:which.couldbe -determined by comparing
,th~se -traits between the .SWC and the -OC samples. Some of the traits
investigated 'were x-elated .to: interest in social work; experience in
·social work; and the 'period: of his life in which an individual decides on
'social work as'a:career. The traits relating to these areas were
'selected as a-,result of group.. consensus by reviewing the questionnaire .
. Another purpose·of the' study was to,examine the differences in the
three population ·samples. The Project Group anticipated that there
'wouldbe .significant difference s between the Pins /OC population and
theSWC sample. It was anticipated that these differences wouldex,ist
because the Pins and. the OC sample had ·made a relatively' strong
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commitment to a career ins ocial work while the SWC sample had not
necessa1;"ilydone so. Another area where a fundamental difference in
the populations was anticipated was between the SWC/OC sample and
the Pin~ f;lample -resulting in factors described as regional in origin.
In .conclusion, the total group recorded and submittedsugges-
tions to the -s tatif;l tics committee for the concluding chapter . 'l'he
summary of the findings , suggestions for further study and implica-
tions for recrqitment are included in Chapter VII.
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CHAPTER V
DESCRIPTIVE FINDINGS
The purpos'e of this project was to look for traits associated
'withpeople-choosing'social work as a career. Traits, or sets of
traits, in two samples were studied using a questionnaire based on
one developed by Arnulf Pins in a study of first-year students in
.graduate schools of social 'work in 1960. (1) One s ample was drawn
from people who had contacte~Social Work Careers in Oregon,
Incorporated (SWC ) during 1965 and 1967. Thes e people indicated
sufficient interest in social work that their contact was recorded.
The second consisted entirely of people entering various positions
in social work with the Oreg,on Public Welfare Commission. They
attended the Oregon Public Welfare Orientation Center at Oregon City
(OC) in .June of 1967.
'This chapter -reviews selected traits of the two samples. The
traits are des cribed in the areas of general characteristics, educa-
.tional background, socio~economicbackground, experience in social
work and community activities, timing of vocational development,
factors influencing s ele etion of occupation ,andin£luenceof SWC.
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General Characteristics
Sex
In .recent years the ·percentage of men employed in social work
·was about 40%. (2,3) The two samples studied showed a significant
decrease from this figure. Only 17% of the> SWC s ample and 22% of
the' OC sample 'were men. In the SWC sample, 22 people were
:employed in s orne field of social work at the time the que s tionnaire
was completed. Of these, only four, or 18%, were men.
TABLE 1
AGE DISTRIB UTION
SWC OC
Age N % N %
15 to 19 years 12 13 0 0
20 - 24 35 38 7 31
25 - 29 23 2.5 5 22
30 - 34 3 3 3 13
35 - 39 :3 3 1 4
40 -44 5 5 2 9
45 - 49 7 7 1 4
50 years and -older 4 a 4 3 13
92 98b 22 96b
aThese individuals reached 50 years of age after
-selection-of sample.
b The percentages do not always total 100% due to
.rounding .off of individual percentages by the -computer.
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Both samples were quite young.. Seventy-six per cent of the
SWC sample, and 53% of the OC sample were under 30 years of age.
In the SWC sample the larger percentage under 30 years of age could
be attributed to the number of students.
TABLE 2
IIPRESENT OCCUPATION'I - SWC
SWC
Occupation
Professional person (eg. doctor,
teacher, lawyer, minister,
s cientis t)
Proprietor, manager, or official
(eg. owner, banker, army officer,
city or union official)
Clerical, sales and kindred worker
(eg. bookkeeper, sec., insurance
agent, salesman)
Farmer or Farm manager
Skilled or s emi- skilled worker
(eg. craftsman, barber, jeweler,
bartende r, plumber) .
Unskilled worker (eg. laborer, maid)
Housewife
Student
Unemployed
N
32
3
13
1
3
1
10
2.5
4
34
3
14
1
3
1
10
27
4
92 97
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All of the DC s ample were .employed in social work and would be
in the professional person group. In the SWC sample about two-thirds
of the professional person group was employed in social work. Fifty-
.six per cent of the sample were employed, and an additional 27% gave
their occupation as student. The students had not completed their
.education and entered an occupation.
TABLE 3
MARITAL STATUS
SWC DC
Marital Status N % N %
Single, never married 43 46 4 18
Married 40 43 16 72
Widowed 0 0 0 0
Separated or Divorced 9 9 2 9
A general as sumption has been that s ocialwork was a career
for women, usually single. The DC sample found that 12, or 71%, of
the women were married. Four of the five men were married.
Single people made up 46% of the SWC sample.
Fourteen per cent of the SWC sample and 35% of the DC sample
had two or more children. The large number of single people in the
SWC sample was reflected in the number of people having no children
under 21 years of age.
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TABLE 4
NUMBER OF CHILDREN UNDER 21 YEARS OF AGE
SWC OC
Children N % N %
None 61 66 11 50
One 11 11 2 9
Two 7 7 6 27
Three 3 3 1 4
Four or More 4 4 1 4
No Response 6 6 1 4
92 97 22 98
TABLE 5
RELIGION
SWC OC
:Religion N % N %
Catholic 19 20 3 13
Jewish 6 6 0 0
. Protestant 59 64 14 63
Other 2 2 1 4
None 6 6 4 18
92 98 22 98
The majority in .each ·samplewere Protestant. There was little
representation of minority groups. In the SWC sample, "Catholic"
included two Greek Orthodox; "Protestant, II two Mormon and four
Unitarian; II Othe r, 11 one Buddhis t and one agnos tic. In the OC sample
there was one Mormon and one agnostic.
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Race
The SWC sample was 96% white. There were two Negroes and
one oriental inthe remainder of the s ample. All of the OC sample
were white. There was a large Negro population in the Portland
metropolitan community that was not-represented in either s arpp1e.
TABLE 6
AREA OF COUNTRY RAISED
SWC OC
Area N % N %
New England 3 3 0 0
Middle Atlantic 3 3 1 4
Southeast 3 3 0 0
Southwest 0 0 0 0
Central 6 6 3 13
Northwest 4 4 2 9
Far West 70 76 14 63
Canada 2 2 1 4
Country other than US
or Canada 0 0 0 0
No Response 1 1 1 4
92 97 22 97
Both the SWC and the OC samples were 'composedof people who
were living in Oregon at the time the samples were drawn. The
majority of them had been raised in the Far West.
Seventy-nine per cent of the SWC sample were living in areas
-with -a population over 50,000. The OC questionnaire did not include
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this category. The addresses of the SWC sample indicated that the
majority were from the Portland Metropolitan Area. SWC reached
few people outside of this area,
TABLE 7
PRESENT RESIDENCE
SWC
Residence N %
Rural Farm 3 3
Rural non-farm 0 0
Under 5,000 3 3
5, 000 to 50, 000 13 14
50,000 and over 73 79
No Response 0 0
92 99
OC
N %
3 13
0 0
1 4
17 77
a
1 4
22 98
a Not in OC questionnaire
Educational Background
Sixty percent of the SWC s ample had compl~ted four or more
years of college,· An additional 20% completed one· or more years .
Only 2% did not complete high school, Twenty-nine per cent were
full-time students at that time. A college degree ·was required of the
OC sample as a condition of employment by the Oregon Public Welfare
Commission. Twenty-one per cent of the OC sample had completed
one o'r more years of college beyond the normally required four
years for a degree.
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TABLE 8
SCHOOLING COMPLETED
SWC OC
Years of Schooling N % N %
9 Years 0 0 0 0
10 " 2 2 0 0
11 " 0 0 0 0
12 " 13 14 0 0
13 " 7 7 0 0
14 " 8 8 0 0
15 " 5 5 0 0
16 " 41 44 17 77
17 " 11 11 3 13
18 or More 5 5 2 8
No Response' 5 5 0 0
92 101 22 98
TABLE 9
INSTITUTIONS ATTENDED
SWC OC
Ins titution N % N %
Private liberal arts college,
not part of university 18 19 3 13
City, county or state
colle ge, not part of
university 14 15 6 27
Private University 6 6 3 13
Public University 24 26 9 40
Teachers' College 2 2 1 4
Ins titution outs ide US
or Canada 0 0 0 0
Other 7 7 0 0
No Response 21 22 0 0
92 97 22 97
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The question for Table 9was designed to show the type of under-
-graduate institution from which a degree was obtained. The SWC
s~rn'P~e'answeredth~question although they might not have received
ad~gree. Public -univ~l;"sities accounted for the largest number in
'·ea.chsam·ple•. IICity,col.lnty_ or state-colleges. . . "was the next
largest categoryln::the'OC sample. "Private liberal arts
"·'X,~~.th-e-f)econdlargest category in the SWC sample.
TABLE 10
GRADE AVERAGE DURING LAST TWO
YEARS OF SCHOOL
SWC OC
Grade N % N %
A 1 1 1 4
A ... 9 9 3 13
B+ 21 22 6 27
B 12 3 3 13
B- 16 17 7 31
C+ 9 9 1 4
G or -lower 8 8 0 0
No' Response 16 J7 1 4
92 96 22 96
Pins .foundthat 71% of his s ample fell in the" B" average {B+,
13 1 ~",)ca.te.g.ory. (4) The OC sample also had 71% with a reported
rr:a'<'average. :Eighty-e:i.ghtpercent of the OC sample and 59% of the
SWCsample·reporteda .grade average of "B" or better during the
last two years of school.
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TABLE 11
UNDERGRADUATE MAJORS
Major N
SWC
N
OC
%
6
Social Science (eg. psychol-
·ogy, sociology, anthropol-
·ogy, history, economics) 50
Social Work or Social
Welfare
54
6
13
o
59
o
Physical science (eg.
phys ics, chemistry)
Biological Sciences (eg.
zoology)
English and Literature
Foreign Languages
Mathematics
Fine Arts
Education
Business
Other
Did not major
No Response
1
o
3
3
1
3
6
2
7
1
11
92
1
o
3
3
1
3
6
2
7
1
11
98
1
o
3
o
o
o
2
o
3
o
o
22
4
o
13
o
o
o
9
o
13
o
o
98
There was no direct preparation for social work through an
undergraduate social work major in the OC sample. However, 6% of
the SWC sample had a social work major. Over 50% of the SWC
sample and the OC sample majored in the social sciences.
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TABLE 12
UN-DERGRADUATE COURSES IN PSYCHOLOGY
AND SOCIOLOGY
Psychology Sociology
SWC OC SWC OC
Number of Courses N % N % N % N %
None 11 11 1 4 14 15 2 9
Ito 3 Courses 31 33 11 50 31 33 10 45
4 ·ormore Courses 45 48 10 45 42 45 10 45
No Response 5 5 0 0 5 5 0 0
92 97 22 99 92 98 22 99
Since-social science was the predominant major, there should
have been exposure to sociology and psychology. Forty-five per
cent of the OC sample had completed Jour or more courses in
psychology and/or' sociology. The SWC s ample had 48% completing
four or more courses in psychology and 45%, in sociology. It was
noted in the OC sample that there -were some people who had no
exposure to either "psychology or sociology.
Socio-Economic Background
While '59% of the SWC sample's and 62% of the OC sample's
fathers were "Professional persons" or Proprietor, manag.erial
. , " there were 22% of the SWC s ample in "Skilled, Semi- skilled
'worker" classificationas'comparedwith 9% in the OC sample. Pins
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found slightly TIlore than half below the "Professionall' and
"Proprietor ... " groups. (5)
TABLE 13
OCCUPATION OF FATHER
Occupation
Professional person (eg. doctor, teacher,
lawyer, minister, scientist)
Proprietor, manager, or official (eg.
owner, banker, army officer, city or
.union. official)
Clerical, sales and kindred worker (eg.
bookkeeper, sec., insurance agent,
s·alesman)
Farmer or Farm Manager
Skilled or semi... skilled worker (eg.
craftsman, barber, jeweler, bartender,
plumber)
Unskilled worker (eg. laborer, maid)
N
32
23
6
7
21
3
92
SWC
34
25
6
7
22
3
97
N
9
5
4
2
1
1
22
OC
40
22
18
9
4
4
97
Relative s in Social Work
Thirty- s ixper .cent of the OC s ample and 130/0 of the SWC
sample had relatives employed as social workers. Thepercentage
in the OC sample'was quite high ·com:pared to Pins', 130/0. These
figures are low compared to students in medicine (50%) and law (510/0)
with family members in the respective professions. (6)
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TABLE 14
EDUCATION OF PARENTS
SWC OC
Father Mother Father Mother
Education N 0/0 N 0/0 N 0/0 N 0/0
Never attended high
school 18 19 6 6 1 4 2 9
Attended high school 8 8 14 15 1 4 2 9
Completed'high
school 18 19 29 31 4 18 4 18
Attended college 11 11 11 11 4 18 3 13
C ompletedcollege 9 9 22 23 8 36 8 36
Did graduate 'work 26 28 9 9 4 18 3 13
Do not know 1 1 0 0
No response 1 1 1 1
92 96 92 96 22 98 22 98
A larger percentage 'of the 'OC s~mple's parents, over 50%, and
the SWC sample's parents, over 400/0, went beyond a high school
education than did those in Pins' 'study. (7) In all three groups the
fathers tended to have more education than the mothers.
Experience in Comfuunity Activities and Social Work
As social workers work with people and groups of people, it
'would be 'reasonable to expect participation in community and school
organizations. A rough measure of the quality of their participation
'would be the 'extent of their leadership activity. Table 15 indicated
that in both samples they were usually. somewhat active with about
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one-fourth being very active. Table 16 showed the degree of leader-
-ship activity with about one-third seldom holding leadership positions
and a little over one-fourth frequency holding leadership positions.
TABLE 15
EXTENT OF ACTIVITY IN SCHOOL OR
COMMUNITY ORGANIZATIONS
SWC OC
Extent N 0/0 N 0/0
Not active at all 13 14 1 4
Somewhat active 50 54 16 72
.Quite active 27 29 5 22
No response 2 2 0 0
92 99 22 98
TABLE 16
LEADERSHIP ACTIVITY IN SCHOOL OR
. COMMUNITY ORGANIZATIONS
SWC OC
Extent N 0/0 N %
Hardly ever 30 32 8 36
Occas ionally 30 32 8 36
Frequently 25 27 6 27
No response 7 7 0 0
92 98 22 99
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TABLE 17
SOCIAL WORK EXPERIENCE
Item N
Full time paid basis 30
Paid employee during
summer 21
Part- time paid employee 12
Volunteer 45
swc
%
32
22
13
48
N
7
8
2
6
oc
31
36
9
27
Previous paid experience in social work or a closely related
activity was found in 54% of the OC s ample and 44% of the SWC
s ample. Volunteer experience was about as frequent in the SWC
s ample as paid experience but much les s frequent in the OC sample.
Many people in each s ample had more than one type of paid experience.
They often had both paid and volunteer experience.
Timing of Vocational Developrpent
Awarenes s of social work as a career occurred in 62% of the OC
s ample after graduation from highs chool and in 18% after graduation
from college. The most frequent time in both samples was during the
first three years of college. It was noted that the SWC sample tended
to become aware of social work as a career earlier than the OC
sample, due in part to the youngest age bracket in SWC.
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TABLE 18
TIME OF AWARENESS OF SOCIAL WORK AS A CAREER
SWC OC
Time N % N %
Prior to last 3 years of high ·s chool 10 10 3 13
During the last 3· yeats(~f highschool 25 27 4 18
Dur~ng the first 3 years of college 32 34 9 40
During the last year.of college 8 8 1 4
After graduation from college 9 9 4 18
Other 3 3
Do not remember 5 5 1 4
92 96 22 96
TABLE 19
TIME ,FIRST CONSIDERED SOCIAL WORK AS A CAREER
Time
Prior to last 3 years of high.s chool
During~the last 3 years of highschool
During first 3 years of college
During ,the 'last year of college
After graduation' from college
Do not remember
Other
SWC
N %
5 5
20 21
28 30
11 11
17 18
0 0
11 11
92 97
OC
N %
2 9
1 4
7 31
2 9
9 40
1 4
22 97
Forty per' cent of the OC· s ample fir s t cons ide red social work
as a ca,reer during. college and 40% after -graduation. The SWC
sample gave first consideration at aneatlier time with 26% doing so
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during high -$chool. The 'percentageof people first considering .social
work as a ca.reer at anyone time was siInilarin each -sample 'with the
'exQeption'of more'of the SWG sample giving first considerationdur'ing
the- las t three -years of high school, and more -of the OC s ample after
graduation ,from- college.
TABLE 20
TIME OF CHOICE OF SOCIAL WORK AS A CAREER
SWC DC
Time N % N %
Prior to last 3 years. of high school 0 0 0 0
During-.1ast 3 years of high school 9 9 1 4
During first 3 years of college 19 20 3 13
Du-ringlast year of college '10 10 4 18
After graduation.from college 10 10 11 50
Do not remember -1 1 0 0
Have' not decided 35 38 ·1 4
Other 1 1
No .response 7 7 2 9
92 96 22 98
Studies have indicated that 53% to 70% of college students
decide 'upona vocation before' entering college. (8) A little over 80%
of the -OC didrtot. decide upon social work before entering college.
Fifty per 'cent did not decide 'unti1 after -graduation from college.
Only one-half of the SWC sample had decided upon social work as a
career. Twenty ... three -'per .cent of the SWC sample'were -employed
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in some fieldo! social work~
Factor s -Ip.fll,lencing -Selectioll-- of OccU'pation
• . .• .' "I " , .., (
Table 21
SOURCES Olf INFORMATION ABOUT SOCIAL WORK
Source
Service received from social worker or
_ so'cial work agency
Direct work experience in -social work
or closely r~lated activit-ies
College guidaJlce -qepartment or staff
Coll~ge courses or instructors
Highschool gl:lidance 'program
Non.. s chpol connectedvQcational
guidance
Relative, friend or acquaintance who is
a sQcialworker
Relative, friend.or acquaintance 'who is
a~tive -in community -welfare activities
Fellow students in college
Movie, Radio, TV, books, newspapers
or magazines
Social work recruitment program,
s-peaker , or literature
Other
No Response
N
15
49
2-2
56
7
7
35
28
19
32
26
12
1
swc
0/0
16
53
23
60
7
7
38
30
20
34
28
13
1
N
1
lZ
4
14
o
o
14
7
5
10
6
1
o
oc
%
4
54
--18:
63
o
o
63
31
22
45
27
4
o
College-courses or instructors were one of the major-sources
-of information about social work. An equally important source in the
OC sample-was a relative, friend or acquaintance who was a social
worker. Direct work experience in social work -or closely related
a.ctivities was important to over one ...half of both samples.
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TABLE 22
INFLUENTIAL FACTORS IN CONSIDERING SOCIAL
WORK AS A CAR~ER
Item
Parent, husband, or -wife
Minister, priest, rabbi or-other
religious Ie ade r
Participation in colle ge' and community
organizations
Social Workrec·ruitrnent program,
speaker or literature
School or community guidance program
College, courses. or instructors
Undergraduate -course in ·social work
'or social welfare
Direct work or -volunteer -experiences
in· social work Qr-closely related
activities
Service -received from social workerQr
social work agency
Relative, friend· or acquaintance who
is asocial worker
I{elative, friend" or acquaintance who
is active in .community and welfare
activities
No response
N
24
7
23
15
11
40
21
66
7
12
8
6
SWC
26
7
25
16
11
43
22
71
7
13
8
6
N
2
7
1
I
12
7
13
I
1~
1
·0
OC
13
9
31
4
4
·53
31
59
4
S4
4
o
Direct work -experience was the most important factor-influencing
conside~ing·socialwork as a career. This was especially. so in the
SWC sample '(710/0). Over '700/0 in Pins' study indicated it as having the
greatest influence.· (9) College courses or instructors was the next
most important factor. It was equally an influential factor in, the OC
sample as a;re1ative ~ friend or acquaintance who was asocial worker ~
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TABLE 23
MAJOR REASONS FOR CONSIDERING SOCIAL WORK
Reason N
Social Work is an interesting and·exciting
profession 24
Social Workwill give' me social status
andpre$tige 0
.I think I can 'succeed in this kind of work 20
Social work makes an important contribu-
tionto individuals and society 50
Salaries and working ·cop.ditions are good
in' social work 4
I enjoy working with 'people 60
lwas offeredajobinsocial work 2
Social work can help me become a
better person, parent and marriage
'partner 6
Job opportunities and job' security are
good in social work 1
Other 0
No response 3
SWC
26
o
21
54
4
64
2
6
1
o
3
N
8
o
3
11
o
11
5
1
4
1
o
OC
36
o
13
50
o
50
2Z
4
18
4
o
The'8WC sample and the OC sample indicated that enjoying
'working with people and social work making an important c()ntribut~Qt).
to individuals and society were the most important reasons for con-
-sidering social work-as a career. The SWC sample 'placedmore
importance on-enjoyingwor~ingwith people. The OC sample gave
equal importance to both reasons .
The -enhancement of social functioning was of most importance
to 58% of the $WC sample and 45% of the OC sample. The OC sample
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gave almost the s arne importance to helping people with problems .
The SWC sample placed much les s importance (20%) on helping
people with problems.
TABLE 24
MOST lMPORTANT FUNCTION OF SOCIAL WORK
Function
.Social workhelps.pe-ople,witp. problems
Social work helps build a better· com-
munity (locally,. nationally, inter-
nationally)
Social work helps· people beGome
happier, mote creative and useful
. individuals
No.:Response
TABLE 25
N
19
12
54
7
92
SWC
20
13
58
7
98
N
9
3
10
o
-
OC
40
13
45-
o
98
METHOD OF SOCIAL WORK CONCENTRATION
swc OC
Method N % N %
Adminis tr ation 3 3 0 0
.Casework 31 33 15 68
Community organization 5 5 0 0
Group work 8 8 2 9
Research 2 2 1 4
Not yet determined 37 40 4 ·18
No. response 6 6 0 0
92 97 22 99
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In both ·samples, casework 'was the most frequently chosen
'method of concentration. Forty per cent of the SWC sample and 18%
of the'OC sample had not chosen a method. Some of the SWC, sample
'who had not decided· on social work as acareerhaddeGidedon a
method ·for concentration.'
TABLE 26
OTHER CAREERS CONSIDERED OR TRIED
SWC OC
Career N % N %'
Business 18 ·19 8 36
Engineering 1 1 0 0
Law 2 2 1 4
Medicine 0 0 ·1 4
Nursing 8 8 1 4
Teaching .2.8 30 7 31
Other 20 21 2 9
No Response 15 16 2 9
92 97 22 97
Over one-third of the 'OC sample·and about one-fifth of the $WC
sample ,considered ,or tried a business career. Teaching was the
most frequent choice in the SWC s aIllple and. the next most frequent
in the OC sample. Before'considering '13ocialwork as a career, at
least 60% of the SWC sample and' 79% of theOC sample 'considered
or tried another caree:r.
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TABLE 27
REASONS FOR NOT FOLLOWING OTHER CAREER
SWC OC
Reason N % N %
Tried it through study or work and did
not like it 13 14 4 18
Tried it throughs tudy or work and did
not succeed 4 4 1 4
C auld not finance prepar atory study 2 2 1 4
Preparatory study is too long 1 1 1 4
Was not admitted to preparatory study 0 0 0 0
Learned about social work and considered
myself better suited for it 20 21 4 18
Learned about social work and considered
it more important work 12 13 1 4
Job opportunities, salaries, and security
b~tter in social work 3 3 3 13
Could not find employment 4 4 2 9
Was offered employment in social work 4 4 2 9
Other 10 10 2 9
No Res'ponse 19 20 1 4
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In the SWC sample the most frequent reason, 21%, for not
following the other career considered or tried was because they
learned about social work al'ldconsidered themselves better suited
for it. The OC sampl~ gave as its most frequent reasons learning
about social work and considering themselves better suited for it
and trying their other career through work or study and not liking it.
"Other" responses in the SWC sample included five who were still
in the other career and three who were still considering it.
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TABLE 28
FACTORS INCREASING INTEREST IN SOCIAL WORK
Little or None Moderate and Much
SWC OC SWC OC
Reason N % N % N % N %
Development of private
practice 34 36 11 50 35 37 7 31
Higher salary, scales 29 31 5 22 50 53 13 58
'More prestige in the
designation of the pro~
fes sion than" social
work" 52 56 8 ,36 25 26 9 40
Legal Regulation 48 52 15 68 24 25 2 9
More social action 15 16 4 18 62 66 14 62
Both theSWC andOC samples felt their interest in social work
would have been most enhanced by higher salary scales and more
social action. A greater 'emphasis w~s placed on more social action.
Influence of Social Work Careers
i
This section considers only the SWC sample~ as the OC sample
had no contact with Social Work Careers in Oregon, Incorporated.
Over one ... half the sample had a positive reaction to their con~
tact withSWC. This would indicate that mos t of the people were not
dis couraged by their contact. Included in "No Response" were
people who indicated they did not remember contacting SWC.
-TABLE 29
REACTION TO CONTACT WITH SWC
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Reaction
Verynegativ~
Somewhat negative
Neither positive nor negative
Somewhat positive
Very positive
. No response
SWC
N 0/0
2 2
7 7
11 11
24 25
38 41
10 10
92 96
TABLE 30
ACTIONS·SINCE FlRST CONTACT WITH SWC
Actions
Talked with others about social work
Read materials, such as' pamphlets, .on·social work
-Applied for paid employment. ~n social work
Visited social agencies
Requested literature about social work
Took cQursesforbetterpreparationfor socia~ work
Read books on sOGial work
Requested college.' catalogs
Applied for·-volunteerwork· in asocial agency
Applied for admission to a school of social work
Other
.No' Response
SWC
N 0/0
49 53
48 .52
46 50
41 44
30 32
25 27
25 27
15 16
14 15
4 4
-5 5
13 14
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Afterthe,ir'first contact with SWC, 50% or more of the people
further explored the field of social work through reading or talking
with other people or applied for paid employment in social work.
This would be' another indication ,that contacts< with SWC were not
di scour aging.
TABLE 31
FACTORS DISCOURAGING INTEREST AFTER
CONTACT WITH SWC
Factors
Limited admission to'school of social work
Length of time for "education
Interest in another£ield
Pay scale
Adverse social agency. experience
Contact with social worker
Influence of other people
Lack of job opportunities a
Other
No Response
SWC
N %
17 18
24 26
24 26
14 15
l8 19
10 10
·9 9
-9 9
25 27
14 15
a Not included in original que'stionnaire
There was a somewhat even distribution among the 'various
factors discouraging interest, Those factors' surrounding ,education
for social work, contact with some aspect of social work and interest
in another field were the most important. "Otherl'included three
people who were still interested in ,social work, six who we+e
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discouraged because of factors relating to education (e. g., cost,
academic requirements), eight who were dis couraged because of
personal or family factors (e. g., time away from home, personal
suitability) and four who ·felt social work was not "enough" or was
not flexible.
, Summary
The SWC sample and the OC sample 'were predominately young
people who had been raised in the Far'West and were living 'in or
near the Portland Metropolitan area. There was little representa-
tion of minority, racial, and religious groups in either sample. The
majority, of each 'sample 'was female. About one-half of the SWC
sample and one-fifth of the OG sample were single. More .than one-
half of theSWC sample had 'completed college, and many,were
attending, college. All of the OC sample had completed college.
Prior social work experience was common in both samples. One-
half of the SWC sample, and all but one 'of the OC sample hadchos en
social work as a career. The majority of the SWC sample gave
greater importance to enhancement of social functioning than to
helping people 'with 'problems as a major function of social work.
The OC sample gave equal irrl'portanceto these two functions. Most
of the SWC sample obecame aware of social work as a career during
highschool and decided on it as a career during ,college. The OC
s ample'became aware of it during college and decided on it as a
career after graduation from college.
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CHAPTER VI
SUMMARY AND ANALYTICAL FINDINGS
This chapter 'includes an examination of the major des criptive
findings and an analytical exploration of association between selected
factors.
Chi square was used to test the significance of these associa...
tions at the. 05 leveL· When the size of the samples was such that
over 20%· of the expected frequencies were under five, as sociations
were examined by ratios and percentages .
In the OC sample, thepopulation(N = 22) was selected at one
point in time and is probably not a representative s ample of all those
entering -Public Welfare in Oregon. Caution should be used in inter-
-preting comparisons using the OC sample as one change in 'response
can affect thepercentagesconside-rably.
Descriptive and Analytical Findings
The'SWC and OC samples studied represented a young,
upwardly mobile group from middle -class homes who had lived most
of their lives in the Far West. The samples were predominantely
white and Protestant with little representation from minority racial
and religious groups~ Most attended college and majored in the social
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sciences, receiving above average grades in their last two years of
school. They were somewhat active in school and community
organizations and had previous social work experience.
A number of traits were s,elected by. consensus with which to
.compare the Careers contacts· (SWC), a group entering social service
at the bachelor's level (OC), and the Pins' population who had entered
graduate profes sional education, The purpose was to identify traits
which would more likely. be associated with entering the bachelor and
profes sional levels in the field and to identify productive motivational
factors.
The null hypothesis was tested through the use of Chi square at
the. 0SIeve!. When accepted, the groups.:could be' considered as
similar with respect to the traits compared. ,SWC could thenbe'said
to have made accontactwith favorable ·prospects. Appendix II sum-
marizesthese findings,
In the traits tested. the SWC sample and the OC sample'were
.similar except with 'respect to the time oJ decision to make social
work a career. The'similarities between th~ SWC sample and Pins'
study' were in ,the areas of undergraduate majors, number of
sociology courses: completed, and the most important functions of
social work. TheOC sample and Pins' study were similar in all
traits tested. The people 'who contacted SWC appeared to be good
prospects.for entry into the field of social services at the bachelor' s
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level; the oe sample, at the mas ter I sIeve l.
In addition to the traits tested between the groups, the' relation-
. ships between selected traits on the basis of total responses within a
s ample were made. Significant differences were found between the
occupation of fathers and the occupations of the swe sample, between
the education; of the fathers and the -edu'cation of both the'SWe sample
and the OC sample, and the time of awarenes s of social work as a
career and the time of decision'tomake social work a-caree-rin both
samples. Relationships between selected traits on· the basis of indi-
-vidual responses were also made. A summary,' of the traits tested is
found in Appendix III .
.Age, Sex, and Marital Status
In the two samples the ratio of women to men was about 4:1.
Seventy-six per cent of the' swe sample were'under age thirty and
16%, forty years or older. Fifty-three per cent of the OC sample
were under thirty years and 22%, forty, years or older, with 13% over
fifty years of age. The 'majority were or had been married, 52% in
awe and 81% in OC. The average number of children was one inSWC
and two in oe. The marital status and number of children were
related to the young age of both samples.
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Race and Religion
The' racial composition 'of SWC was 96% white and 100% white in
the OC sample. Six percent of the SWC sample and 18% of the OC
s ample had no,re ligious ' identification. The 'per centage_~f Catholic
and iewish people in both samples was considerably'lower than in
Pins' study. (1)
Education
Only 15% of the'8WC sample had no college-e~perience. ,Sixty
, per cent had completed four or more years of college, 29% werefuU-
time students, and 130/0 were part-time students. Fifty-four per cent
\ '
of those. with college ~experiencemajoredin,thesocial pciences.
Almost half completed four, or more -courses inpsycholQgy and
sociology. Sixty...,tw9,per cent had'a grade average of "B" or better
in the last two years of s chooI.
- All of. the OC sample had graduated-from college, and 59%
majored in:the social sciences. Almost half completedfour or more
-
courses in psychology and$ociology. Les s than 10% had completed
no :courses in psychology or sociology.. Eighty-eight per cent
, reported a grade average of "B" or better in the last two years of
schooL The', largest percentage of people in both samples a,ttended
public universities: SWC-26%; OC-40%.
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In comparing the·two samples and·the Pins' study there'was no
significant difference in undergraduate majors. The size 'of the
samples did not permit closer 'statistical analysis than the dichotomy
of social sciences and other majors. There was no significant dif-
ference among the three populations ,in reference to the number of
sociology, cours,es- completed~ A significant difference was found
between' the SWC sample and the Pins' study in,thenurnber of
psychology~courses completed. The SWC sample had a greater per-
centage of people'who had completed no courses in psychology.
Socip-Economic Background
Most people in the $WC and OC samples came from middle class
hornes as indicated by their fathers I occupations. The·fathers of 34%
of the SWC sample and ,40% of the OC sample were in the professions ..
The 'proprietor, rnanager, and-official occupationgroup'was 25% of the
SWC sample e:tnd22% in the OC sample. Six per cent of the SWC
sarnpleand 18% of the OC sarn:plefathers were in the"clerical, sales
and kindred worker group. Twenty-two percent of the'BWC sample
and ,4% of the OC sample fathers' were in the skilled or semi-skilled
worker group. There was a significant difference between the SWC
sam'ple's cur~ent occupation and the occupation of the fathers.
The 'mothersof the SWC sample had less education :than did the
mothers of the OC sample. Fifty-two per cent and 36% respectively
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did not have any, college'education. The same tendency_ was noted in
the fathers of both-samples; forty-six per 'cent and 26% respectively.
Thirty..-seven-per cent of the fathers and 32% of the mothers of the
SWC s ample completed college. Fifty~fourper cent of the fathers and
-49% of the mothers of the OC sample -completed college. A larger
percentage of theSWC sample's fathers, 28%, than the fathers. of the
OC sample, 18%, did graduate work. The-fathera of both-samples
have more education than the fathers in' Pins I study. (2), Statistically
the SWC sample and the 'OC samplebothhad-significantlymore,educa-
.tion,than did the fathers of the samples' members.
Although both samples came from a fairly highsocio-economic
background, a bi-modal tendency appeared in the SWC sample in both
education, and occupation, of fathers, with highs at each end of the
scale. The OC sample'peaked at the upper end of the scale.
Thepercentage of relatives employed as social workers in the
two samp.les varied greatly, SWC-13% OC-36%. Three per cent of
the fathers in the SWC sample were e:rn:ployedas social workers, and
none ,of the fathers in the OC sample. Thirteen per cent of the mothe'rs
in the OC sample, and 3% in the "SWC s ample had been employed in
social work.
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W ark,' Experience
The majority of those in the OC saITlple, 54%, and 44% of the
SWC s aITlple had had paid social work experience. Volunteer e.xperi-
ence'was more frequent in,the SWC saITlple, 48% than in the OC
sample, 27.%; however, this difference 'was not statistically'significant.
No significant relationship. was found in the $WC sample with respect
to prior $ocial work experience and the decision to make social work
a career.
Choice of Social Work as a Career
.The SWC sample became aware of social work as· a possible
career earlier than did the OC sample.
an earlier time than did the OC ·sample.
They als o· cons idered it at
Of the one - half Qf the SWC
\ .
sample that had chosen social work as a career, they did so at an
'ectrlier tiITle ·in theireducation,than did those in the OC sample .. In
both ·s aITlples the choice of social work as a career , predominately,
was not made until after entering. college. Fifty per cent of the OC
sample did not decide 'until after graduation from college.
In both·s amples, 60% or more indicated that college· courses or
instructors were a major source 'of inforITlationabout social work.
Relatives, friends, or acquaintances who were ·s ocial workers were
of equal importance-inthe OC sample. The next most important
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source of information was direct work experience in social work or
closely- related activities for over -5 3%, of both -samples.
In considering-social work as a career, direct work or
-volunteer' experience -was important in both samples , SWC-7l%,
OC-59%. College-courses or instructors were the -next most
important, -- SWC-,43%, OC-54%. Again, relatives, friends, or
acquaintances who were social workers were-of equal importance
with college-courses or instructors in the OC sample.
Of those who have chosen a method of concentration in social
work, casework was the mostfr-equent cho-icebyboth samples. A
significantly, greater percentage of the fJWC sample-chos.e group work
as a method -of concentration than did those in the Pins' study.
As to motivation, the SWC s a,mpleindicatedthat enhancement
of social functioning, - 58 %, was more· important than he lping people
with problems, 20%. The OC sarnplewas about equally divided
between these ·two functions. Thirteen per cent of each,samplewere
Qriented towards:building a better community. Along these' same
-lines, interest in social work would have 'been increased by "more
social action, " as indicated. by over 60% of each sample. Over 50%
indicated-"higher salary scales" in social work would have increased
-interest.
The ·time of awareness, consideration, and decision in ,choosing
-social work as a career was not significantly different between the DC
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sample and.the Pins' study. There was a significant difference
between the SWC sample and the Pins' study, in these three areas,
TheSWC sample became aware, considered, and decided at an
,earlier time in ~reference to the educational proces s. The' only
. significant difference between the$WC sample and the OC sample
'was in their time 9.£ decision to make'social work a ca.reer. The
tests' of significance 'were made using the intervals during high school,
during college, and after graduation'from college. These 'categories
were too broad totes t the' tendencies noted above.
In reasons for considering social work. as a career, the SWC
sample and the Pins' study differed significantly. The'SWC sample
, placed more importance' on job security andopportunitie s and in
thinking.they, could s~cceedin:social work. The OC sampledlffered
from the Pins' study. in' giving more importance to being offered a job
in social work,
Contact With Social Work Careers
None'of the OC sample had had con,tact with Social Work Careers.
Sixty- six per cent of the SWC s ample had a positive· reaction to their
contact with 'SWC 41% very positive. After the first contact with
SWC, over 50% sought to learn more about social work through read-
.ing and talking with ·others. Fifty per cent applied for paid employ-
ment in· social work, and 15% sought volunteer work. The factor most
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discouraging interest in social work, as indicated by over one-fourth
of the sample, was related to ,educational requirements for social work.
Summary
Throughout the study it was noted that those peoplechdosing
social work as a career did so late'in their education. Veryfew
decided on social work as a career prior to entering college. College
courses or instructors and direct social work'experience were
important influenqes in their consideration of social work as a career.
A social science background was common, and there was frequent
exposure to-psychology and sociology, courses. Recruitment pro-
grams had little effect on their consideration of a social work career.
Few people had close relatives employed as social.workers.
TheSWC sample included a number of people in college. Their
similarity to the OC sample'would indicate that they were good
prospects for entering social ~ervices at the bachelor's leveL Their
difference from the Pins' study raised the question of the possibility
of their entering into graduate education in s ocia~ work or if the
traits of gr~duate social work students had changed in recent years.
The OC sample had the traits for being prospective graduate students
in social work based on Pins' study.
It was not possible to determine if SWC was reaching people
who were undecided about social work as a career or who had chosen
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social work as a career and were seeking assistance in entering the
field, At the time qf the study about one-fourth of the SWC sample
'were already in the field, and about one-half of the sarnplehad
decided on-asocial work career. SWC was reaching a younger group
than the OC -sample and Pins I study.
Emphasis on providing more information about social work in
basic psychology and soc:iology courses might provide more-recruits
with the potential for going into.. graduate school. Providing :more
opportunities for social work experience, especially.volun~ary, and
an awarenes s of thes e opportunities prior to college 'could .result in
more -people entering .social services at various levels.
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CHAPTER VII
CONCLUSIONS
The ·general purpose of this res earchstudy was to as certain
traits associated with the choice of social work as a.-career. The
·researchwas undertaken on the premise that the identification of
these traits eQuId. lend significant information to the field of social
work from the following :vantage points:
1) For agencies in selecting social work personnel
2) For recruitment efforts such as SWC, enabling their focus
to be as advantageous as pos sible
3) . For schools of social work, at the graduate and under,..
graduate·level, in furnishinginformation:valuable to
the process of evaluating .potential students
4) For the > contribution of knowledge in the field of social
work about career patterns of non-professionals and
profes sionals
A questionnaire adapted from one developed by' Arnulf Pins was
utilized for the data collection from two sarnples - 'SWC andOC. Two
sets of general hypotheses were used to guide in exploration of the
nature of the·relationship.,of the' observations, including. comparisons
. of SWC and OC with Pins' findings. The two major hypotheses tested
by means of inferential statistics were:
1) The traits of the Oregon'sample ;(SWG and OC samples)
are not significantly different from .the 'Pins' sample.
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2) There is no 'significant difference between the OC and SWC
samples with .respect to independent. variables influenc~ng
the' time that a career ins ocial work is chosen.
Through the us e of a .computerit was pos sible to compare
·numerous sets' of traits by the Chi square test of significance. Other
tendencies .were discerned through utilization of descriptive statistics.
The .complexity. of these associations has been related in: Chapters V
and VI, and it is difficult to make simple· generalizations. about them.
Both hypotheses-'were,rejectedas a whole, but with important
distinctions drawn.. With regard to the first hypothesis, it was found
that the SWC sample 'and Pins ' sample 'were significantly different,
but that the OC sample and.Pins' sample 'were not significantly dif..
£erent~ Therefore, the people who contacted SWC appeared to be
good prospects for entry into the field of social services at the
bachelor's . level, while people .in the OC sample -compared.£avorably
with Pins's tudents· at the graduate level.
Before accepting these conclusions, it is important that the
'limitations-:of the study be -considered. In retrospect, it appeared
that the questionnaire 'limited the scope of the study in several ways.
Few questions were included that might have measured the values
and personality traits of the sample. The pre-test, it was found,
did not uncover all questions in which an alternate -response was
precluded, thus causing difficulty for some respondents in both
samples. The utilization·of some questionnaires was complicated
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by statistically ambiguous~responses due to inadequately defined
terminology.
Responses elicited: on the questionnaire-were the primary,source
:of data for the~study, and it was felt that personal, follow .. up inter-
views would have increased the amount of information received and
the degree of reliability of the- responses, as well as the number of
questionnaires, completed and returned. Follow-up interviews could
also have -resolved some of the seeming inconsistencies in response
on-shnilar questions··onthe questionnaires.
In .retrospect, it was felt that certain information on ·significant
factors in background and~career patterns had been'neglected, and'
thereby. the findings were limited. The omission of a lack-of-job ...
opportunities. category in·the consideration of factors that discouraged
interest in social work was such a limitation. It was indicated by
. some that they learned of social work through .employment or
experience in social work or a closely related field. If this factor
had been included, the project could.have explored whether lack of
sufficient education and lack of job opportunities were directly
. correlated, . with ·possibleimplications for recruitment in regard to
-volunteer experiences and employment.
Another limitation was the fact that primary emphasis in this
study. was placed on ,thos e who had and had not de'cidedagainst a
career choice in social work, but not thoa e who had made 'a:definite
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decision against a .careerinsocial work. An examination· of the
reasons for their decisions would have had implications for the field.
The .relatively small size of the OC sample made ,for cautious
consideration of the findings, since the reversal of one response in
.some instances caqldmarkedly: affect the percentages . Time was of
the' essence in the project; otherwise, it would have been helpful to
have administered the questionnaire to a succession of two or three
DC orientation groups. The SWC samplewas·1imited· to those people
who had initiated a contact with SWC.' Theindividqals andg.roups
who had been approached by SWC, but who had not made. a subsequent
re s'panse' to the qrganization; were not studied. SWC is primarily
. acce's sible to 'people in the metropolitan areao£ Portland, Oregon,
andthereforethepoopulation.consisted primarily of urban ·residents
to whom the program· was more· readily available; thus, rural areas
were not proportionately. re·presented.. Since SWC had' been in
existence only two years prior to the study, the SWC sample was
limited in terms oJ time differential.
It is important that the .limited: size .of the population,
representing only asmal! portion of those ·involvedin social work or
those considering social service as a career choice, be -held in
perspective. Generalizations about the social work.community.or
those considering'employment in the social wOl,'"k:community should
be cautiously drawn.
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The review of the literature on theories of career choice and
the examination of source materials on recruitment in social work
gave background and perspective to the research study. As the
project proceeded, recognized relationships developed between the
literature and the study's findings which seemed to confirm certain
theoretical claims made by various authors.
Super (1) has said that the nature of a career pattern is deter-
mined by the individual's parental socio-economiclevel, mental
ability, personality characteristics, and the opportunities to which he
is exposed. This study examined parental socio-economic level and
exposure to various opportunities and found the latter to be especially
significant. Mental ability was indicated only superficially through
grades received in school. The area of personality characteristics
was definitely slighted in the questionnaire. Francel (2) confirmed
the vital importance of personality characteristics to the social
worker. This study might then have been enhanced by the added
utilization of a personality inventory.
The findings seemed to indicate that contacts with social workers
or employment opportunities in the field were significant to the choice
of a social work career. This would appear to support Super's con-
tention that such opportunities aid in "facilitating the proces s of
maturation of abilities and interests Ii and aid I'in reality testing and
in the development of the s elf concept. " (3)
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The 'possible role'which.su.chprograms as the' Eeace'Corps
and VISTA might.· serve in'. channellingpe'ople into the fields: of social
welfa,re s'ervices should be 'studied. Such 'programs undoubtedly
,provide 'opportunities for e;·ervice' and ·realityte·sting' at a key point
in.the ind~vidual's<maturation;level. $ocial work recruitment efforts
shQuldfurther·U.tilize the identity-evolutionproces s in .young people,
by providing the ind~ividualwith the opportunity to:play various. roles.
Local caree~rprogramshave already discovered that college .students
having .summer agency experiences are g.oodrecruitment prospects.
The'findingsin this, research ·study show that the'visibility'of
social workers -and· social work:employment opportunities ·are
impor~ant influences onpos sible ~ recruits to the ·field,. and yet
Kadushin's work (4) points· tothe·low visibility of social worke·rs to
the' general population. This would suggest that an important element
in ··social work agencies and ·education.is that of raising~the·levelof
visibility, of- social workers. for the"general population.
Roe: (5) stres sed the matter of parental handling .of children
··and.its.effect on·vocationa.l cht;>ice. The·inclusion·of items' on.the
'questionnaire'whichwould have' classified: the' respondent's -handling
by;. .theirpa.rents would:have indicated, from Roe's· standpoint,
'whether ·the'individual would have ,become person-directed: or non-
-person directed--an aspect of f:;eeming ,significance to social work.
. Neibuhr (6), postulated in 1932 that the social worker 'probably
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finds in his vocation fulfillment of his hopes for a "mis sion to man-
.kind." Present day social welfare consciousness, reinforced by the
programs of Presidents Kennedy and Johnson, has provided more
opportunities for individuals to try social welfare services at younger
ages which would ·appear, from the findings of this research study,
to be in the best interests of providing likely recruits for social work.
There are a,number of questions and implications which may be
drawn from this study in regard to recruitment efforts and further
research.
The SWC sample and the OC sample represent individuals who
have demonstrated a positive interest in social welfare services
either through seeking information or through committing themselves
to training. The question might well be raised as to whether the traits
associated with this demonstrated interest are to be found in the
general public. Are those traits which were isolated by this study
unique to social work career aspirants? Would the administration of
the questionnaire to a control group drawn from the general popula-
tion or from those aspiring to careers in related fields be useful in
validating the findings of this study? If like or similar traits were
found to exist in one of the control groups suggested above, then the
hypothesis that there is a vast, untapped reservoir for recruitment
purposes would seem 'valid.
The historical development of the recruitment proces s has been
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traced and suggests implications which appear to be significant for
both -recruitment efforts and further- research. Social work as a
-separate discipline was conceived in the -early part of this century.
Its birth was difficult and its development slow. In the early 1930's
there 'were some two hundred full ... time students in graduate schools
of social work. In 1965, 2,748 were awarded Master's Degrees in
Social Work. The role of the social worker has been profoundly
affected by two world wars , a massive depression, - rapid technological
and s.cientificadvances, and significant changes in -cultural and social
mores.
All of these factors have implications which_relate -to- this study.
Within the field, no clear distinctions have been drawn between the
volunteer worker, the paidpreprofes sional worker, and the 'worke r
who does have a graduate degree. Is the public image ,of the social
worker clouded by its inability to clearly, recognize asocial worker
in the way that it would recognize a doctor? Is there a correlation
between thesma'll percentage -of relatives in the field and the limited
number of social wotkgraduates a; generation -ago? Is the low visibility
of the social worker -related to these factors ? Did the-depression give
a negative image -of the social worker as one'who Ilhanded- out the dole"
which has persisted into the present? Could the later age-of career
choice among social workers in the OC sample be correlated with the
fact that no undergraduate specialization is required in order to he
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hired as a public welfare cas eworker? Does the fact that the OC
saITlple 'was ITlore 'interestedinjob security" suggest selection through
a bureaucratic system? Does the increasingnuITlber of social work
career aspirants applying to graduate schools reflect an bnpact on
the publico! the extensive social legis lationpas sed under the
Johnson Adm:inistration ? Does it sugg.est heavy subsidization through
·state and federal grants and stipends? Do VISTA and Peace Corps
personnel possess-like or similar traits to those isolated by this
study, and if so do they. offer a target for recruitITlent efforts?
In this study, the socio..,econoITlic level of career aspirants was
measured on "the basis qf parental occupations. Perhaps adding
aptitudes and attitudes as a diITlensionfor further -research would
provide increasedknQwledge about traits associated with the choice
of social work as a career.
The focus hasheenon traits associated'with the choice of social
work as a career ,with les ser emphasis. on the aptitudes of tho$e who
made the choice. A research project designed to assess aptitudinal
factors in those who· have deITlonstratedsome degree of success in
the field would perhaps be ,useful in enabling social work-recruitment
prograITls to.£ocusITlore·effectively on those individuals with the
greatest potential for ITlakingsocial work an,effective and satisfying
ca.reer choice. In addition, an evaluationo~degree of potential
ITlight be useful in .channelling individuals into different levels and
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type s of social work positions' in which they would be able· to function
'most effectively and this 'would in turn perhaps increase retention in
,the field.
In regard to attitudes, parental jobs, educational attainment,
and income; categorization' may provide a rough index of socio-
economic level but suggest little about the social attitudes which have
'probably, operated as a.pervaslve·influence 'within the family structure.
In·both the OC andSWC samples the enhancement of social function-
ingand the·desire to:helpothers with problems were significant
factors indetermination of career Ghoice. It would appear, then,
that an· attempt to e,xplore the' religious, ethical and humanistic
values of social'work:career aspirants in greater depth would con-
tribute' to .anincreased knowledge of those personality factors which
lead to an interest in 'social welfare services.
Another area which appears to have implications for further
research is the low visibility of the social worker to young people
'who are involved in the process of making a career choice. Would
recruitment effortf:1 directed towardexposing.elementary and high
school youth to. educational materials delineating the .role of the social
worker increase.visibility? The findings inhoth the OC and SWC
samples indicated that direct worke-xperience in the field of volunteer
$.erviceswas a significant determinant in'career choice. Thiswould
appear ·tohavesignificance ·for future' recruitment programs and study.
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'Well planned and organized programs providing part.. time or summer
experiences in social welfare services would increase interest in
social work as a career as well as increasing its visibility, As a
corrolary, perhaps a thorough ·examination of the significance of
various' types. of experience would enable recruitment to focus on
those which appeared to yield greater awareness and interest on the
part of participants,
Another question which might be raised regarding visibility in
relation to recruitment is whether social work is even less visible
tothose'who·live i:p.small communities and rural areas than itis to
those in larger-cities. Seventy-nine per cent of the SWC sample'were
living in cities with a population over -50, 000. The National Social
Work Careers organization. reports that over 75 per cent of all
inquiries come from1,l,rban -centert'. Thesefigul"es suggest that
recruitment efforts directed away from large metropolitan areas
might be frl,litful.
Colleges, too, offer an area foJ;' further study. Both the DC
and the SWC samples indicated that fewercallege -students chose
'social work as a career during the undeJ;'graduateyears than did
college students who selected other careers. Few undergraduate
educational institutions offer social work as a major field of study.
The inference that this reduces the'visibility of social work as a
career choice ·on the undergraduate level could be tested by research
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methods. The'implications of such a study for recruitment and for
the social work profession·as a whole appear to be significant. The
possibilities of clarifying the roles and functions of the social worker
ando£ introducing social work sequences into the' curricula at this
. level would perhaps enhance both visibility' and interest.
The fact that 60 per cent of the SWC sample· and 63 per cent of
the OC sample indicated that college courses or instructors were
important factors in influencing. theirs election of s ocialwork asa
:career suggests several implications. for further ·research.. Which
courses exerted this influe'nce and what were the personality traits
and knowledgeo! and orientation toward the' social workfielcl which
caused particular instructors to ·exert such an influence ? Another
testable hypothesis might be that social work aspirants are dropouts
from the'fields of sociology and psychology (this hypothesis being
based on the fact that 45 per cent of the OC sample had completed
four or more course's in 'psychology and/or sociology and.48 per cent
of the SWC sample had com:pletedfour or more ,courses in psychology
and 45 per cent in·s ociology). Do the graduate schools· of social work,
in. selecting -students with qualifications which fit their criteria,
screen·out many applicants who might possess considerable potential
to function on the profes sional level?
In addition to determining some traits associated. 'withsocial
'work as a career choice, the project group.has designated directions
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for recruitment efforts and further research which would benefit the
field of s ocia1welfare.. In'view of present and projected manpower
needs in the·field, this would appear tobe a needed contribution.
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APPENDIX I
CAREERS IN SOCIAL WORK STUDY
Instructions
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This is an independent scientific survey of careers in social work. Your
careful, complete and honest answerS to this qu~stionn~ire will help the
field of social work to learn much about when, how.and why individuals
decide to become social workers. In filling out this questionnaire, please
bear the following in mind:
1. The questionnaire is I}.ot ~ test. There is no "grade" or other mark.
The only "right" answer to the quest ions are those which best explain
your situation or express your views.
2. All your responses will be confidential. Information will be reported
only in the facm of statistical summaries.
3. Answer every question in accordance with ~he directions. Please note
that some questions ask you to check "all" those items which apply,
while for some you are asked to check only the "two" or "three" most
important items. Please read every question or statement carefully
before answering.
4. Please place ~ check~ in the spac~Erovided for responses. It
will not take you long to fill out this questionnaire. Please fill
out the questionnaire and return in the enclosed self-addressed,
stamped envelope.
5. Since this questionnaire is based on a national study, some items
will not fit your particular situation. Please draw a line across
any such questions and go on.
6. Please make aill additional comments and suggestions you feel might
be helpful on the back of the questionnaire.
Your participation is essential to the success of this study. Thank
you for your cooperation.
NAME
Age as of October 1, 1967
Present Occupation __
A. Are you a student this academic year? Full time
B~ What is the highest grade you have completed?
High School 1 2 3 4 ___
College 1 2 3 4 5 6 or more
Part Time
C. What is your annual current family income? (Check one)
1. up to $3,000
2. more than $3,000 and up to $5,000
3. more than $5,000 and up to $7,000
4. more than $7,000 and up to $10,000
5. more than $10,000 and up to $20,000
6. more than $20,000
D. Are you living with your parents?
Yes No
E. What were the major sources from which you have learned about social
work? (Check all those which apply - but do not check more than
six items)
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1. Service received from social worker or social work agency
2. Direct work experience in social work or closely related
activities (paid or volunteer)
3. College courses or instructors
4. College guidance department or staff
5. High school guidance program
6. Non-school connected vocational guidance
7. Relative, friend or acquaintance who is a social worker
8. Relative, friend or acquaintance who is active in community
and welfare ·activities
9. Fellow students in college
10. Movi.e, radio, TV, books, newspapers or magazines
11. Social work recruitment program, speaker or literature
12. Other (specify)
F. What is the present state of your interest in social work as a career?
1. very high
2. high
3. moderate
4. low
5. very low
G. Which three of the following are the most important in your consider-
ation of whether to make social work your career?
(Check only three items)
1. Parent, husband or wife
2. Minister, Priest, Rabbi or other religious leader
3. Participation in college and community organizations
4. Social work recruitment program, speaker or literature
5. School or community guidance program
6. College courses or instructors
7. Undergraduate course in social work or. social welfare
8. Direct work or volunteer experiences in social work or
closely related activities
9. Service received from social worker or social work agency
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10. Relative, friend or acquaintance who is social worker
11. Relative, friend or acquaintance who is active in
conununity and welfare activities.
H. Is, or was, a member of your family employed as a social worker?
Yes No
If YES, please check relationship below:
1. Father
2. Mother
3. Brother or Sister
4. Uncle or Aunt
5. Other (specify)
I. Did you ever have any direct work experience in social work or closely
related activities . . • • . Yes No _
If your answer is NO, please skip to quest ion '~"
If our answer is YES, lease continue with questions H I J K and L
J. Have you ever worked in social work on a full-time paid basis for
at least 6 m"onths? • • • • • 0 Yes No
---
If YES, please check kind of agency:
1. Group Service (Y's, Scouts, Community Centers, Settlements)
2. Public Assistance (Department of Welfare)
3. Hospital or medical clinic
4. Psychiatric agency, clinic or institution (include mental
health)
5. Child and family welfare
6. Community planning (Community Chest, federation or welfare
fund)
7. Other (specify)
K. Have you ever worked in social work as a temporary paid employee during
the summer months? . . • • . • • Yes No
---
If YES, please check kind of agency:
1. Group Service (Y's, Scouts, Community Centers, Settlements)
2. Public Assistance (Department of Welfare)
3. Hospital or medical clinic
4. Psychiatric agency, clinic or institution (include mental
health)
5. Child ?nd family welfare
6. Community planning (Community Chest, federation or welfare
fund)
7. Other (specify)
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L. Have you ever worked in social work asa part-time paid employee?
Yes No _
If YES, please check kind of agency:
1. Group Service
2. Public Assistance
3. Hospital or medical clinic
. 4. Psychiatr ic agency, cl inic or institution
5. Child and family-welfare
6. Co~munity planning
7. Other (specify)
M. Have you ever served as a volunteer in a social work agency?
Yes No _
If YES, please check kind of agency:
1. Group Service
2. Public Assistance
3. Hospital or medical clinic
4.' Psychiatric agency, clinic or institution
5. Child and family welfare
6. Community planning
7. Other (specify)
N. In your work were you supervised by a graduate of a school of social
work?
1. Yes
2. No
3. Do not know
O. When did you first b~come aware of social work as a career?
(Check only ~)
1. Prior to the last three years of high school
2. During the last three years of high school
3. During the first three years of college
4. During the last year of college
5. After graduation from college
6·. Do not remember
P. When did you first consider social work as a possible career for you?
(Check only ~)
1. Prior to the last three years of high school
2. D~ring the last three years of high school
3. During the first three years of college
4. During the last year of college
5. After graduation from college
6. Donat remember
7. Other
132Q. When did you definitely decide on social work as your career?
(Check only ~)
1. Prior to the last three years of high school
2. During the last three years of high school
3. During the first three years of college
4. During the last year of college.
5. After graduation from college
6. Do not remember
7. Have not decided
R. Before your first contact with "Social Work Careers", did you ever
consider or try another career? . : . . • Yes No
---
If your answer is NO, skip to quest ion "V"
If our answer is YES lease continue with questions "s" and "T"
s. What other career did you consider or try? (Check only~. If there
were more than one career, check only the most recent~
1. Business
2. Engineering
3. Law
4. Medicine
5. Nursing
6. Teaching
7. Other (specify)
T. What is the one major reason why you did not follow the career you
considered or tried? (Check only ~)
1. Tried it through study or work and did not like it
2. Tried it through study or work and did not succeed
3. Could not finance preparatory study
4. Preparatory study is too long .
5. Was not admitted to preparatory study
6. Learned about social work and considered myself better
suited for it
7. Learned about social work and considered it more important
work
8. Job opportunities, salaries and security better in social
work
9. Could not find employment
10. Was offered employment in social work
11. Other (specify)
u. Which two of the following statements come closest to expressing the
major reasons. why you have considered social work as your career?
(Check only two)
1. Social work is an interesting and exciting profession
2. Social work will give me social status and prestige
3. I think I can succeed in this kind of work
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4. Social work makes an important contribution to individuals
and society
5. Salaries and working conditions are good in social work
6. I enjoy working with people
7. I was offered a job in social work
8. Social work ean help me "become a better person, parent
and marriage partner
9." Job opportunities and job security are good in social work
10. Other (specify)
v. Which~ of the following three statements best expresses the func-
tion of social work which is most important to you? (Check. only ~)
1. Social work helps people with problems
2. Social work' helps build a better community (locally,
nationally and internationally)
3. Social work helps people become happier, more creative and
useful individuals
W. How do people close to you feel about your considerati.on of social
work as a career? (Check one item for each person or group)
Father . • • . • • •
Mother . • • • • • •
Relatives or family
friends. .
Husband, wife or
fiance • . . • • .
Personal friends
Teachers . . . .
School guidance
staff .•..
Approved
(1)
Mixed
(2)
Dis-
approved
(3)
No (Feeling
Opinion- Unknown)
(4)
x. In what method of social work would you concentrate? (Ch,e"ck~)
1. Administration
2. Casework
. 3. Community organization
4. Group work
5. Research
6. Not yet determined
Y. When did you make your' choice of a social work method for concentr-
ation? (Check~)
1. Before I' thought in general terms' about social work as
my profession
2. At the same time that I decided on social work as my
career
3. After I decided about social work but before I applied to
a graduate ,school
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Female
4. At the time I filled out the wri.tten application for
graduate school qut before my interview
5. During or after my interview but before admission
6. After official admission
7. I have not yet chosen a method for concentration
---
z. Age as of October 1, 1967:
1 . Under 15
2. 15 to 19 years
3. 20 to 24 years
4. 25 to 29 years
5. 30 to 34 years
6. 35 to 39 years
7 • 40 to L~4 years
8. 45 to 49 years
9. 50 years or older
AA. Sex . . . . . . . . . . . . Male
BB. Current marital status (Check ~)
1. Single ~ never married
2. Married
3. Widowed
4. Separated or divorced
CC. Number of children under 21 years of age
1. None
2. One child
3. Two children
4. Three children
5. Four or more children
DO. Religious identification
1. Catholic
2. Jewish
3. Protestant
4. Other (specify)
5. None
EE. Race
1. Negro
2. White
3. Other (specify)
FF. What is, or was, the occupation of your father? (Check~)
1. Professional person (e.g., doctor, teacher, lawyer,
minister, scientist)
2•.Proprietor, manager or official (e.g., owner, banker,
. army officer, city or union official)
3.
4.
5.
6.
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Clerical, sales and kindred worker (e.g., bookkeeper,
secretary, insurance agent, salesman)
Farmer or farm manager
Skilled or semi-skilled worker (e.g., craftsman, barber,
jeweler, bartender, plumber) .
Unskilled worker (e.g., laborer, maid)
GG. What is the current approximate income of both your parents?
(Cheek ..Q.!1§)
1. Up to $3,000
2. More than $3,000 and up to $5,000
3. More than $5,000 and up to $7,000
4. More than $7,000 and up to $10,000
5. More than $10,000 and up to $20,000
6. More than $20,000
7. Do not know
8. Father retired or deceased
HH. What is the highest level of education achieved by your parents?
(Check one item for father and one item for mother)
Father Mother
1. Never attended high school
2. Attended high school.
3. Completed high school.
4. Attended college ..
5. Completed college .....
6. Did graduate work.
7. Do not know. .
II. Was either your father or mother born outside the United States or
Canada?
Yes No
JJ. In what part of the country have you lived most of your life?
(Check ~)
1. New England (Maine, N.H., Mass.~ R.I., Conn., Vermont)
2. Middle Atlantic (N.Y.', N.J., Pa., Delaware, Md., W.Va.,
Distr'ic t of Columbia)
'I. 3. Southeast (Va., N.C., S.C., Ga., Fla., Ky., Tenn., Ala.,
--- Mis s ., Ark., La.)
4. Southwest (Okla., Tenn., New Mexico, Arizona)
5. Central (Ohio, Ind., Ill., Mich., Wise., Minn., Iowa, Mo.)
6. Northwest (N.D., S.D., Neb., Kan., Mont., Id~ho, Wyoming,
Colorado, Utah)
7. Far West (Washington, qreg., Ney .. , Calif., Hawaii, Alaska)
8. Canada
9. Country other than U.S. or Canada
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KK. In what size community did you live most of your life?
1. Rural farm
2. Rural non-farm
3. Under 5~000
4. 5,000 to 50~000
5. 50,000 and over
Present residence
1. Rural farm
2. Rural non-farm
3. Under 5,000
4. 5,000 to 50,000
5. 50,000 and over
Where lived when contacted by Social Work Careers
1 . Rural farm
2. Rural non-farm
3. Under 5·,000
4. 5,000 to 50,000
5. 50,000 and over
LL. From what kind of educational institution did you receive your under-
graduate degree? (Check~)
1.
2.
3.
--_.
4.
5.
6.
7.
Private liberal arts college not part of university
City, county or state college not part of university
Private university
Public university
Teachers college
Institution outside the U.S. or Canada
Other (specify)
MM. If appropriate:
What was name and location of educational i.nstitution from which
you received your undergraduate degree? (Please write in)
Name
City "' State (or country
---------------- ------if not U.s. or Canada)
NN. If appropriate:
What was your approximate grade average in the· last two years of
school? (Check~)
1. A 4. B
2. A- 5. B-
---3. B+ 6. C+
7. C or lower
---
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00. What is (was) your "major" in your undergraduate work? (Check~)
1. Social Science (e.g., psychology, sociology, aI).thropology,
history, economics)
2. Social work or social welfare
3. Physical Science (e.g., physics, chemistry)
4. Biological Science (e.g., zool~gy, biology)
5~ English and Literature
6. Foreign Languages
7. Hathematics
8. Fine Arts
9. Education
10. Business
11. Other (specify)
12. Did not major
PP. How many undergraduate courses in psychology have you completed?
(Check ~)
1. None
2. 1 to 3 courses
3. 4 or more courses
QQ. How many undergraduate courses in sociology have you completed?
(Check ~)
1. None
2. 1 to 3 courses
3. 4 or more courses
RR. Do you now hold a degree in some field other than social work?
Yes No If so, what kind?
SSe How active were you or are you, in organizations in either school or
the community? (Check~)
1. Not active at all
2. Somewhat active
3. Quite-active
TT. How often have you h~ld leadership positions in these organizations?
(Check one)
1. Hardly ever
2. Occasionally
3. Frequently
uu. Outside of financia,l aid (from a school, agency, foundation, etc.,
how would you finance your professional education? (Check all those
which apply)
1. Earnings of husband or wife
2. Support fro~ parents or relatives
3. Personal savings
1384. Borrowed funds
5. G I Bill
6. Part-time job in social work
7. Part-time job outside of social work
8. Other (specify)
vv. Did you receive financial aid for the academic year 1966-67?
Yes No
ww. Without financial aid, what would your arrangements be the first
year of graduate school? (Check~)
1. I would manage without financial difficulty
2. I would manage but with some financial difficulty
3. I could undertake graduate education only with extreme
fi.nancial hardship, but would manage somehow
4. I would be unable to undertake graduate education because
of inability to finance it
5. Does not apply
6. Other
xx. What was your reaction to your contact with Social Work Careers?
(Check ~)
1. Very negative
2. Somewhat negative
3. Neither positive nor negative
4. Somewhat positive
5. Very positive
YY. Please check all forms of contact you have had with Social Work
Careers. Underline the three most helpful.
1.
2.
3.
--- 4.
5.
6.
7 •
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13 ..
Talk to groups
Private talks
Literature
Suggested reading
Help in getting job
Help in choosing courses
Help in choosing major
Help in choosing school
Letters
Telephone conversations
Referral to agencies or others
Information on financial aid
Other (specify)
in social work
zz. Since your first contact with Social Work Careers,which of the
"I,· following have you d.one? (Check all that apply)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
Requested literature about social work
Read materials, such as pamphlets, on social work
Requested college catalogs
Taken courses for better preparation for .social work
Visited social agencies
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6~ Read books on social work
7. Talked with others about social work
8. Applied for admission to a School of Social Work
9. Applied for paid employment in social work
10. Appli~d for volunteer work in a social agency
11. Other
AAA. How much do you think any of the following would have increased
your interest in social work? (Check most appropriate column)
Little
or None Moderate Much
1. Development of private
practice
2. Higher salary scales in
social work positions
3. More prestige in the design-
ation of the profession
than "social work"
4. Legal regulation
5. More social action
BBB. After your contact with Social Work Careers, what factors have dis-
couraged your interest in social work? (Check one or more)
1. Limited admission to School of Social Work
2. Length of time for education
3. Interest in another field
4. Pay scale
5. Adverse social agency experience
6. Contact with social worker
7. Influenci of other people·
8. Other (specify)
APPENDIX.:U
SUMMARY OF TESTS OF SIGNIFICANCE BETWEEN
GROUPS AT .05 LEVEL
140 .
Samples Degrees of Test
Trait Compared Freedom Chi Squares Result
Undergraduate M~jor (Social Science/
NSaall others) SWC/Pins 1 .116
OC/Pins 1 .263 NS
SWC/OC .084 NS
SWC/Pins 10.442
b
Number of Psychology Courses 2 S
Completed
OC/Pins 2 .141 NS
SWC/OC 2 2.123 NS
Ntu}1ber of Sociology CouJ'ses SWC/Pins 2 1.212 NS
Completed
OC/Pins 2 1.212 NS
SWC/OC 2 1.066 NS
Previous Work Experience SWC/OC 1 2.148 NS
(Paid/Volunteer)
Time of Awareness of Social Work SWC/Pins 2 13,340 S
as a career (during 1iigh school/
OC/Pins '\ 2 .621 NSduring college/ after college)
SWC/OC 2 1. 233 NS
Time first cons;idered SW as a SWC/Pins 2 15.128 S
career (H. S. /dollege/after.
OC/Pins 2 .528 NS
college)
SWC/OC 2 4.897 NS
Time decided on social work as a SWC/Pins 2 27.615 S
career (H. S. (college/after
OC/Pins 2 .373 NS
college)
SWC/OC 2 9.031 S
Reason considered Social Work SWC/Pi~ 8 17.420 S
as career
Most important function of Social SWC/Pins 2 2.154 NS
Work SWC/OC 2 3.257 NS
Method of Social Work concentration SWC/Pins 2 23.886 S
aNot Significant
b
Significant
APPENDIX III
SUMMARY OF TESTS OF SIGNIFICANCE OF TRAITS WITHIN
THE SAMPLE AT 'THE . 05 LEVEL
141
Degrees of Test
Traits Compared Sample Freedom Chi Squares Results
Occupations of Fathers/ SWC 4 28.307 S
Occupations of· Sample
Education of Fathers/ SWC 4 46.408 S
Education of Sample OC 1 14.666 S
Time of Awareness of Social SWC 2 4.087 NS
Work as a Career/Time First
OC 2 3.575 NSConsidered Social Work as a
Career
Time of Awareness of Social Work SWC 2 7.942 S
as a Career/Time Decided on
OC 1 6; 442 SSocial Work as a Career
Relative Employed SWC
in Social Work/
1. Paid Work Experience (by· questionnaire) 1 .003 NS
in Social Work
2. Volunteer Experience
in Social Work
Decision to Make Social Work SWC
a Career/ (by questionnaire)
1. Paid Social Work Experience 1 1. 852 NS
2, Volunteer Social Work
Experience 1 3.138 NS
3. Considered or Tried
Another Career 1 .335 NS
4. Most Important Function
of Social Work 2 .557 NS
5. Chose a Method of
Concentration 1 4. 142 S
6. Increased Interest in Social
Work by:
a. Development of private Practice 3 2.951 NS
b. Higher Salary Scales 3 3.516 NS
c. More Prestige in the Designation
of the Profession than" Social Work';' 3 7.507 NS
d. Legal Regulation 3 1,273 NS
e. More Social Action 3 .618 NS
Traits Compared
Degree of Interest in Social
Work/
1. Highest Grade Completed
2. Paid Soclal Work Experience
3. Volunteer Work Experience
4. Sex
5. Degre e of Activity in
School or Community
Organizations
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APPENDIX III (Continued)
Degrees of Test
Sample Freedom Chi Squares Results
SWC
(by questionnaire)
6 14.087 S
2 3.343 NS
2 3.240 NS
2 5.641 NS
4 5.406 NS
